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ABSTRACT  

Title of Dissertation: Hospital Characteristics and Outcomes of Care Associated with 

Disease Specific Care Certification Programs 

 

Eyad Musallam, Doctor of Philosophy, 2015. 

Dissertation Directed by: Meg Johantgen, PhD, RN, Associate Professor. 

 

Background:  Consumers and purchasers of health care are seeking value, indicated by 

the best possible quality of care for the dollars spent. Providers are trying to implement 

the best evidence and manage complex patient needs. These forces have contributed to 

the growth of disease-specific care certification (DSCC) programs. In 2014, more than 

600 hospitals have one or more The Joint Commission (TJC) DSCCs. Yet, there is little 

understanding of why hospitals seek these recognitions. Furthermore, there is limited 

evidence that patient outcomes are associated with DSCCs.   

Purposes: This study: 1) examined hospital and market characteristics that might be 

associated with having one or more of TJC DSCCs, 2) assessed the impact of having TJC 

Heart Failure (HF) and Advanced HF DSCCs on patient outcomes (readmission and 

mortality), and 3) evaluated how outcomes change over the certification cycle.  

Methods: Administrative data from 2009-2013 was used from four sources:  1) TJC on-

line data, 2) American Hospital Association data, 3) CMS Hospital Compare, and 4) Area 

Health Resources Files. More than 600 short-term, non-Federal community hospitals 

were examined for the descriptive comparative analysis and 125 hospitals with HF 

certifications were compared to non HF certified hospitals. 

Results: Hospitals with higher Medicare discharges, higher expenses, higher competitive 

forces, and not rural were more likely to have any TJC DSCCs. GEE marginal models 



 
 

with a linear link showed that in comparison with non-certified hospitals, having HF 

TJCDSCC was associated with lower mortality rates (OR 0.67; 95%, CI 0.51–0.89) and 

lower readmission rates (OR 0.67; 95%, CI 0.46–0.97). In longitudinal analysis, both 

mortality and readmission changed significantly between pre-certification and the year of 

certification. The significant reduction in readmission was sustained 2 years after 

certification (B=-3.7, SE= 0.35, t(93) = -10.68, p<0.0001).  

Conclusions: This is the first study to investigate the hospital characteristics associated 

with DSCCs and the first to examine the relationship between HF DSCCs and patient 

outcomes longitudinally.  While the findings enhance the knowledge of factors associated 

with having these types of voluntary certifications, studies of other certifications, using 

more granular hospital characteristics and over a longer period of time are needed.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few decades, there have been targeted efforts to improve the quality 

of health care in the U.S.  Hospitals have modified their management systems to a more 

decentralized structure where service line units are more accountable for quality.  At the 

same time, consumers and purchasers of health care are seeking the highest quality of 

care for the rising costs. These forces have contributed to the growth of disease-specific 

care certification (DSCC) programs. Yet, there has been little understanding of why some 

hospitals seek these recognitions while others do not. Furthermore, there is limited 

evidence about how patient outcomes are affected.  This dissertation focuses on these 

issues.  

This chapter presents an overview of the literature, the methods, and the three 

manuscripts which comprise the dissertation.  Chapter 5 summarizes the findings in light 

of the current knowledge and presents implications for practice, policy, and research.   

1.1 The role of accreditation and certification programs and quality of health 

care 

In health care, accreditation is a formal process by which an authorized body, 

usually a non-governmental organization, assesses and recognizes that a health care 

organization meets applicable and published standards (Greenfield, 2008; Hadley, 1988; 

Wagner, 2012). Accreditation standards are designed to encourage continuous 

improvement efforts within accredited organizations (Greenfield, 2008; Hadley, 1988; 

Wagner, 2012). An accreditation awarded to a specific health care organization is usually 
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made following on-site evaluation conducted by a team of peer reviewers. (Greenfield, 

2008; TJC, 2013; Wagner, McDonald, & Castle, 2012) 

Certification, on the other hand, is a process by which an authorized body, either a 

governmental or non-governmental, evaluates and recognizes either an individual or an 

organization as meeting pre-determined standards (Greenfield, 2008). Although the term 

accreditation and certification are often used interchangeably, accreditation usually 

applies only to organizations, while certification may apply to individuals, as well as to 

organizations (Hadley, 1988; Rooney, 1999). When applied to individual practitioners, 

certification usually implies that the individual has received additional education and 

training and demonstrated competence in a specialty area beyond the minimum 

requirements set for licensure. When applied to an organization, or part of an 

organization (e.g., laboratory), certification usually implies that the organization has 

additional services, technology, or capacity beyond those found in similar organizations 

(Hadley, 1988; Rooney, 1999). 

1.2 The relationship between accreditation, certification, and the Center for 

Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Conditions of Participations (CoPs) 

In order for health care organizations to participate in some Medicare and 

Medicaid programs, they must meet the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 

Conditions of Participations (CoPs). This can be done through a process called 

“deeming,” where CMS ensures that the standards of accrediting organizations meet or 

exceed the Medicare standards set forth in the CoPs (Battard Menendez, 2010). Health 

care organizations have the option of using CMS, state, or other accreditation agencies 

that have deemed status. Most of the nation’s hospitals choose The Joint Commission 
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(TJC) to demonstrate their fulfillment of CoP (Battard Menendez, 2010). However, in 

2008, Congress passed the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act, in 

which Section 125 revoked the unique deeming authority of TJC and opened the door for 

other accreditation organizations to participate in the hospital accreditation process 

(Battard Menendez, 2010). One stroke certification program website notes that their 

standards can be clearly cross-walked directly to Medicare CoPs 

(http://www.hfap.org/whyhfap/index.aspx). 

In addition to the CMS CoPs, accreditation and certification programs might be 

recognized and relied on by states’ quality oversight activities. Recognition and reliance 

refer to the acceptance of, requirement for, or other reference to the use of accreditation, 

in whole or in part, by one or more governmental agencies in exercising regulatory 

authority (Battard Menendez, 2010). Recognition and reliance may include the use of 

accreditation organizations, such as TJC, for licensing, certification, or contracting 

purposes by various state agencies (Battard Menendez, 2010). For example, 19 states 

require or recognize The Joint Commission’s Primary Stroke Center or Comprehensive 

Stroke Center Certifications for designation as a primary stroke center. These include 

Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, New Mexico, North Dakota, 

Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia and Washington 

(TJC, 2014). 

For the purpose of this dissertation, the focus is on voluntary disease-specific care 

certifications (DSCC). Mandatory certification programs are defined as certification 

programs that hospitals attain to demonstrate their fulfillment of CMS CoP or 

certification programs that are recognized and relied on by many states in quality 
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oversight activities. For example, the CMS announced that all hospitals implanting 

ventricular assist devices (VADs) are required to have certification from TJC for disease-

specific care destination therapy with a VAD effective March 27, 2009, in order to 

receive Medicare reimbursement for services rendered to patients who have devices 

implanted for destination therapy (Lockard et al., 2010). In another example, some states 

require that stroke centers and hospitals be certified by at least primary stroke DSCC. In 

Maryland, the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Service Systems (MIEMSS) 

requires that a designated primary stroke center hospital be licensed as an acute care 

hospital and be accredited by TJC (Battard Menendez, 2010; TJC, 2014). Voluntary 

certification programs, on the other hand, are defined as certification programs that the 

hospitals attain not as a part of fulfillment of CMS CoP or states’ quality oversight 

activities. There are many examples of these certification programs, including knee and 

hip replacement, heart failure and advanced heart failure disease-specific certifications.  

1.3 Overview of disease-specific care certification organizations 

Although TJC is the main source for accreditation in the industry, other 

alternative accreditation organizations have been authorized by CMS to survey hospitals 

for compliance with the Medicare CoPs. The three other organizations offering DSCC 

are: the Healthcare Facilities Accreditation Program (HFAP), The Society of Chest Pain 

Centers (SCPC), and Del Norske Veritas Healthcare Inc. (DNV). These organizations 

provide services that are labeled as accreditation (e.g., hospital accreditation, critical 

access hospital accreditation) and certification (e.g., primary stroke certification, 

comprehensive stroke certification). The following paragraphs will provide a brief 

overview of the organizations and their services. 
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The HFAP, under the American Osteopathic Information Association, was 

created in 1945 to provide an objective review of services conducted by osteopathic 

hospitals. They have maintained deeming status since 1965, and last received renewed 

deeming authority in 2009, which is effective through September 2014. HFAP meets or 

exceeds CMS standards and provides accreditation services to hospitals and their clinical 

laboratories, including  ambulatory care/surgical, mental health, substance abuse and 

rehabilitation facilities, as well as critical access hospitals and stroke centers. In 2006, the 

HFAP started offering stroke certification at three levels: stroke ready, primary stroke, 

and comprehensive stroke certification. These certifications are designed to organize 

hospital delivery structures towards advanced levels of treatment through objective 

assessment, thus improving quality of care, identifying quality outcomes, and reducing 

clinical risk (HFAP, 2014). The level of certification reflects the level of care the hospital 

or the center can offer to stroke patients. Stroke ready certification is for hospitals that 

can meet immediate patient needs but may then transfer patients to a hospital with more 

resources. Primary stroke certification is for hospitals that can stabilize and treat many 

strokes. Comprehensive stroke certification can treat complex stoke patients by providing 

such specialized services as neurosurgery and neuroradiology (Greenfield, 2008; HFAP, 

2014). 

The Society of Chest Pain Centers (SCPC) was formed in 1998 to educate 

physicians and assist hospitals in the development of protocolized, evidence-based risk 

stratification and treatment pathways and protocols for patients with suspected acute 

coronary syndrome. These pathways incorporate many of The American College of 

Cardiology/American Heart Association ACC/AHA recommendations, thus supporting 
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evidence-based care. Since 2003, they have provided hospital accreditation for acute 

coronary syndrome care processes and chest pain. To date, more than 834 hospitals have 

been accredited by the SCPC (SCPC, 2014). 

Del Norske Veritas Healthcare Inc.’s (DNV) accrediting program is called the 

National Integrated Accreditation for Healthcare Organizations (NIAHO) and has had 

deeming status for hospitals since 2008. It was the first new hospital accreditation 

program in the United States in 40 years and has accredited close to over 300 hospitals 

since its inception. DNV developed their program by integrating the CMS CoPs and the 

ISO 9001 Quality Management System. DNV provides hospital accreditation (309 

hospitals), critical access hospital accreditation (56 hospitals), primary stroke certification 

(85 hospitals) and comprehensive stroke certification (13 hospitals) DNV has provided 

hospital accreditation most recently in 2014 (Del Norske Veritas Healthcare, 2014). 

TJC accredits the majority of hospitals in the U.S.; this is overall hospital 

accreditation. In 1951, the American College of Physicians (ACP), the American 

Hospital Association (AHA), the American Medical Association (AMA), and the 

Canadian Medical Association (CMA) joined with the American College of Surgeons 

(ACS) to create the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), an 

independent, not-for-profit organization whose primary purpose as to provide voluntary 

accreditation. The ACS transferred its Hospital Standardization Program to the JCAH in 

1952, and the JCAH began offering accreditation to hospitals using its Standards for 

Hospital Accreditation the following year. They began charging for their surveys in 1964 

(TJC, 2014). In 1987, JCAH changed its name to the Joint Commission on Accreditation 

of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) to indicate its expanded scope of organization and 
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its new initiatives for the accreditation process, which were designed to emphasize on 

actual performance of varied health care organizations. On January 1, 2007, JCAHO 

changed its branding to The Joint Commission (TJC) (TJC, 2014).  

TJC provides accreditation services for hospitals, nursing care centers, 

ambulatory health care, behavioral health care and laboratory services. In 2002, TJC 

started offering disease-specific care certification and now offers advanced disease-

specific certifications (TJC, 2014). These are discussed in detail below. 

1.4 TJC Disease-specific Care Certification (DSCC) 

TJC DSCC programs have been developed to improve the quality and 

performance of disease management or disease-specific care programs through its 

national standard setting capacity and credible evaluation (accreditation and certification) 

processes. TJC DSCC programs claim that the compliance with standards and effective 

adherence to the certification programs’ guidelines will result in improved quality of 

care, outcomes and patient satisfaction (Chandra, 2009; HFAP, 2014; Mowll, 2003; 

SCPC, 2014; TJC, 2014). Yet, no references are presented to support these assertions. 

TJC DSCC programs have expanded. Since 2003, more than 500 hospitals have 

been certified by one or more DSCC programs. More hospitals are in the process to attain 

one or more TJC DSCCs. These hospitals voluntarily chose to attain TJC DSCC for 

different reasons.  Little is known about why hospitals seek TJC DSCC, but factors likely 

include that they are part of the hospital quality improvement initiatives, that clinical 

leaders want to promote their program, and/or that DSCC may promote patient referrals.  

Hospitals with TJC DSCC claim that the DSCC process helps them in providing a higher 

quality of care to their patients. In addition, certified hospitals are using TJC DSCC in 
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their advertisements or their websites as a stamp or sign of better care and quality 

(McWilliam Ross, 2011; Mowll, 2003). 

While TJC Voluntary DSCC programs claim to have a positive impact on 

hospitals’ care outcomes, it is difficult to tease out the independent effect of the programs 

since the relationship between TJC Voluntary DSCC programs and improving care 

outcomes interacts with other factors related to hospital characteristics and the varied 

components of TJC voluntary DSCC process. For example, hospital characteristics such 

as ownership, size, and teaching status are found to be related to positive care outcomes. 

These characteristics also might relate to a hospital’s decision to attain TJC DSCC. TJC 

requires hospitals to prepare at least one year for the DSCC before starting the 

accreditation process. These requirements might encourage the hospitals that are already 

meeting standards to attain TJC DSCC. In this situation, the hospitals that attain TJC 

Voluntary DSCC might have better outcomes even before the certification process. 

Likewise, essential components of the DSCC (e.g., monitor of outcomes, following 

specific evidence-based guidelines such as “Get With the Guidelines®) may be part of 

routine hospital processes.  

1.5 The relationship between hospital DSCC programs and quality 

A comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify and synthesize 

research that links the Disease-specific Care Certification (DSCC) to quality of care, 

outcomes, and patient satisfaction.  Chapter 2 represents the first manuscript since there 

had been no comprehensive review. Findings are briefly summarized below. 

TJC, the organization offering the most DSCCs, has certified more than 500 

hospitals in one or more DSCC programs since 2003 (TJC, 2014). The majority of the 
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literature did not present empirical data. Most of the literature describes hospital 

experiences in attaining TJC DSCC and the lessons learned (Censullo, Mokracek, & 

Newmark, 2007; Lockard et al., 2010; Mori, 2012; Morrison, 2005). The relationship 

between care process (e.g., providing discharge information, evaluating specific tests, or 

using specific treatment) and TJC DSCC was described in three studies (Lockard et al., 

2010; Rajamani et al., 2013; Ross, 2008).  A study within one hospital found that TJC 

stroke certification was associated with an increase in the average proportion of patients 

receiving lipid profile testing (71% before vs. 86% after certification) and DVT 

prophylaxis (80% before vs 98% after certification) (Stradling, 2007).   

A study of stroke certification in 10 Michigan hospitals found that significantly 

more patients were considered for thrombolytic therapy in TJC-certified PSCs compared 

to noncertified centers (90.4% v 66%). There was no overall difference in the 

administration of thrombolytic treatment in DSCC hospitals and non-certified hospitals, 

yet a greater number of the eligible patients received thrombolysis in the certified centers 

(Rajamani et al., 2013). One academic medical center with TJC Ventricular Assist 

Device (VAD) certification compared before and after measures of preoperative albumin 

levels assessment rate, infection rate, length of stay for VAD implantation in days, and 

the rate of physical therapy consultation within 48 hours (Lockard et al., 2010). While the 

study concluded that there were improvements in these measures over time, only 

descriptive data were discussed and no inferential statistical analysis was provided. The 

largest study of DSCC examined whether hospitals certified by the SCPC hospitals had 

better performance than non-accredited hospitals on the CMS core measures for acute 

myocardial infarction (AMI) (Ross, 2008). Ross and colleagues (2008) examined whether 
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hospitals accredited by the SCPC have better performance in Centers for Medicare and 

Medicaid Services (CMS) core measures for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) than non-

accredited hospitals. The study was a retrospective, observational cohort study of 

hospitals reporting CMS core measures for AMI from January 1, 2005, to December 31, 

2005. The study sample was 4,197 hospitals; 178 (4%) were accredited and 4,019 (96%) 

were not. The authors used a multiple logistic regression to model the likelihood of 

certain performance threshold of CMS AMI core measures in SCPC-accredited and non-

accredited hospitals, with adjustment for the number of hospital beds, hospital ownership, 

teaching status, TJC general accreditation status, region, patient days, and urban or rural 

designation. The multiple logistic regression results showed that SCPC accredited 

hospitals were associated with higher scores on CMS core measures. There was 

significantly greater compliance with all AMI core measures at hospitals with SCPC 

including: Aspirin at arrival (yes or no) (OR=1.16, 95% CI 1.09–1.23, p <0.001), B 

blocker at arrival (yes or no) (OR =1.13, 95% CI 1.07–1.18, p< 0.001). The study had 

several strengths. First, it used appropriate data analysis techniques. Second, the analyses 

adjusted for many variables that may be considered confounders such as the number of 

hospital beds and hospital ownership. 

1.6 Conceptual Framework 

Donabedian’s theoretical conceptualization of quality helps explain how hospital 

structure may influence hospitals to seek voluntary certification and how voluntary 

certification may improve process of care and outcomes of care. Donabedian 

conceptualized health care quality as a triad of structure, process, and outcomes 

(Donabedian, 1988). Structure refers to the attributes of the organizational setting where 
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care occurs. According to Donabedian, this includes such attributes as material resources 

(e.g., available equipment, design of facility), human resources (e.g., number of qualified 

personnel), and organizational structure (e.g., methods of documentation). Process refers 

to the activities that are done in giving and receiving care. Outcome indicates the effects 

of care on the patient’s condition. Donabedian hypothesized that good (or adverse) 

organizational structure promotes good (adverse) process, and in turn, good (adverse) 

process promotes good (adverse) outcomes (Donabedian, 1988). Hospitals’ certifications 

are classified among the process activities that the hospitals use to improve their 

outcomes. Hospital structure factors may influence a hospital’s decision to seek 

certification. On the other hand, direct (e.g. applying specific guidelines) and indirect 

(having specific equipment) certification requirements influence hospitals to improve 

their structures to get better outcomes.  

1.7 Summary and research questions 

Despite the growth in DSCCs, few studies have represented a large sample of 

hospitals and used more recent data to capture the growth of DSCC.  Moreover, there has 

been little attention to describing the hospital characteristics associated with acquiring 

certifications. As hospitals face increasing financial constraints, data are needed to 

support the decisions to certify and re-certify. Additionally, if DSCCs are associated with 

quality, what policies and support are needed so that all hospitals have the opportunity to 

benefit? The proposed study helps fill these gaps.  

The following research questions are examined: 

1. Are hospital and market characteristics associated with having one or 

more TJC Voluntary Disease-specific Care Certifications?  
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2. Do hospitals with TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC 

have better outcomes (lower readmission rate and mortality rate)? 

3. Do the outcomes (readmission rate and mortality rate) for the hospitals 

with TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC improve over the certification 

cycle? 

1.8 Introduction of the Three Manuscripts 

This thesis includes three manuscripts which are chapters 2, 3 and 4. The first 

manuscript is a narrative review paper to identify and analyze articles relating DSCC 

programs and quality of care.  In this narrative review, fourteen articles were found 

reporting DSCC and quality, although the majority did not report empirical data. To 

capture the sparse literature even through quantitative data may not have been reported, 

the articles were reviewed under four topics: early development of DSCC, the journey 

toward DSCC, the relationship between DSCC and organizing process of care, and the 

relationship between DSCC and outcomes of care.  

The second manuscript answered the research question: Are hospital and market 

characteristics associated with having one or more TJC voluntary disease-specific care 

certifications? A cross-sectional, descriptive correlation design will be used to describe 

the hospital and market characteristics that are associated with having one or more 

voluntary TJC DSCCs using data form 2013. As discussed in the section 1.2 of this 

chapter, mandatory certification programs are defined as certification programs which 

hospitals attain to demonstrate their fulfillment of CMS CoP or certification programs 

that are recognized and relied on by many states in the states’ quality oversight activities. 

Voluntary certification programs are defined as certification programs that the hospitals 
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attain not as a part of fulfillment of CMS CoP or states’ quality oversight activities. To 

answer the research question, administrative data from three sources were used:  1) TJC 

on-line data regarding DSCC, 2) American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey, 

and 3) The Area Health Resources Files (AHRF). 

The third manuscript was to answer the questions:  Do hospitals with TJC Heart 

Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC have better outcomes (lower readmission rate 

and mortality rate)? Do the outcomes (readmission rate and mortality rate) for the 

hospitals with TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC improve over the 

certification cycle? A cohort retrospective design will be utilized to examine the 

relationship between TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC to 

readmission rate and mortality rate. To address the research question, administrative data 

from four sources were used:  1) TJC on-line data regarding certification, 2) American 

Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey, 3) CMS Hospital Compare Data, and 4) 

Data from the Area Health Resources Files (AHRF).  The data were merged using 

hospital name, address, or CMS identification number (ID) 

1.9 Significance 

Recent studies and government reports have called for improved health care 

management for patients with chronic diseases.  CMS, as the largest insurer, pressures 

hospitals to better manage chronic diseases management and improve outcomes. In 2005, 

CMS launched Pay for Performance (P4P) initiatives to address quality deficiencies in all 

aspects of health care. Generally, P4P is defined as the use of incentives to encourage and 

reinforce the delivery of evidence-based practices and health care system transformation 

that promote better outcomes as efficiently as possible (Cannon, 2007; Rosenthal, 2005). 
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With P4P initiatives and other regulations, outcomes of care, such as readmission, 

mortality, and patient satisfaction are important hospital quality metrics. Medicare denies 

coverage  for heart failure  readmission within 30 days for the same condition (Cannon, 

2007; Rosenthal, 2005). Hospitals, as a response to CMS regulations, are developing 

strategies to improve their heart failure management process and outcomes and to avoid 

CMS’ financial penalties.   

Hospital certification programs are frequently selected by healthcare leaders as a 

method to improve the quality of care (Greenfield, 2008). Evaluation of certification 

programs is important because they consume time and money that can be used in other 

activities in the hospitals (Greenfield, 2008). Although certification programs are 

considered as frameworks for achieving and sustaining quality and improving outcomes, 

evidence about the effectiveness of the DSCC and the advanced DSCC in improving 

outcomes is limited. There have been no previous studies to evaluate the impact of 

having HF DSCC and advanced HF DSCC on improving heart failure outcomes. In 

addition, empirical studies, which evaluate whether the outcomes for the certified 

hospitals improve over the certification cycle, are lacking. The studies that have 

investigated TJC stroke DSCC have used cross-sectional designs and/or comparative 

statistical analysis of data at two points in time. To draw causal inferences about the 

direct influence of certification programs on clinical quality and patients’ health 

outcomes, a dynamic analysis, which focuses on the effects of certification programs over 

time, is needed. This study addresses many of these issues.  
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Chapter 2 

Hospital Disease-Specific Care Certification Programs and Quality of Care: 

A narrative review
1
 

2.1 Introduction 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), about 133 

million Americans, nearly 1 in 2 adults, live with at least one chronic illness. More than 

75% of health care costs had been attributed to chronic conditions (Kung, Hoyert, Xu, & 

Murphy, 2008; Lochner & Cox, 2013; Ward & Schiller, 2013; Ward, Schiller, & 

Goodman, 2014). Chronic diseases cause 7 in 10 deaths each year in the United States 

(Lochner & Cox, 2013; Ward & Schiller, 2013; Ward et al., 2014). Although chronic 

diseases are more common among older adults, they affect people of all ages and are now 

recognized as a leading health concern for the nation (Lochner & Cox, 2013; Ward & 

Schiller, 2013; Ward et al., 2014).  

Providing high quality and cost-effective health care for patients with chronic 

conditions is of increasing concern to insurers, providers of care, policy-makers, the 

public and employers who purchase health care benefits. Growing evidence indicates that 

a comprehensive approach to management and prevention can save tremendous costs and 

needless suffering (Dharmarajan & Krumholz, 2014; Kung et al., 2008; Lochner & Cox, 

2013; DeVol, 2007; van der Lee, 2007; Ward et al., 2014). Disease-Specific Care 

Certification (DSCC) programs have been developed to improve the quality and 

performance of hospitals care through their national standard setting capacity and 

                                                           
1
 Musallam, E., Johantgen, M., & Connerney, I.  

In preparation for submission to The Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient 
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credible evaluation (accreditation and certification) processes. DSCC programs continue 

to expand. Since 2003, more than 2000 hospitals have been certified by one or more 

DSCC programs (TJC, 2014). More hospitals are in the process to attain one or more 

DSCCs.  

Hospitals voluntary chose to attain DSCCs for many different reasons. The DSCC 

programs assert that the compliance with standards and effective adherence to the 

certification programs’ guidelines will result in improved quality of care, outcomes and 

patient satisfaction (Chandra, 2009; Mowll, 2003). Hospitals with DSCC maintain that 

the DSCC process helps them in providing high quality care to their patients. Certified 

hospitals are using the DSCC logo and stamps in their advertisements or their websites as 

an indication of high quality of care (Connors Potter, 2004; McWilliam Ross, 2011; 

Mori, 2012; Mowll, 2003). Thus, hospitals may view DSCC for their potential value.  

While the DSCC programs have been more popular in the last few years and 

hospitals have been using these programs as an indication of high quality, little is known 

about evidences that support the relationships between DSCC   programs and quality of 

care. The aim of this narrative review is to identify and analyze articles relating DSCC   

programs and quality of care. 

2.2 Search strategies 

A systematic search was performed to identify articles that reported about DSCC. 

Any article reported the disease-specific care certifications, published within the last ten 

years (2003-2013) and conducted in the United States were included. All types of study 

designs and non-empirical articles were included. Keywords included accreditation, 

certification, disease-specific certification, health care certification, health sector 
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accreditation, The Joint Commission, disease-specific certification, heart failure, stroke 

and process of care. Several electronic databases were searched including: PubMed 

provided by National Institutes of Health; MEDLINE provided by OVID Databases, and 

CINAHL provided by EBSCO Databases. A search of additional published and 

unpublished articles (e.g., the gray literature) was conducted in consultation with an 

expert librarian. The web search engine “Google Scholar” was used for abstracts.  

A final list of references was obtained and duplicates were excluded. Two 

independent reviewers screened all titles to identify potentially eligible articles. The 

author (EM) to determine the eligibility of the study to be included in the review then 

screened the full text of these potentially eligible articles. Disagreements regarding 

eligibility were resolved by consensus with the help of a third reviewer.  Figure 1 shows 

the number of the reviewed titles, abstracts, and articles as well as the number of 

excluded articles and causes for exclusion. 

2.3 Findings 

Fourteen articles were found reporting DSCC and quality, although the majority 

did not report empirical data. To capture the sparse literature even through quantitative 

data may not have been reported, the articles were reviewed under four topics: early 

development of DSCC, the journey toward DSCC, the relationship between DSCC and 

organizing process of care, and the relationship between DSCC and outcomes of care.  

2.3.1 Early development of DSCC 

The Joint Commission (TJC) is the main DSCC accreditation organization in the 

United States. The team that worked on developing and organizing the DSCC program at 

TJC, published two editorial papers in 2003 and 2004.  The first paper provided an 
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overview for the need for DSCC, aims of the DSCC program, the theoretical model of the 

DSCC program, the proposed benefit for hospitals, and DSCC implementation success 

stories (Mowll, 2003).  The theoretical background for the DSCC was discussed 

comprehensively, although few details about TJC DSCC processes were included in the 

first paper. In 2004, a second paper presented a step by step description of the TJC 

DSCC. The author provided a narrative description of the aims, standards, performance 

measurements, and review process for the TJC DSCC(Connors Potter, 2004).  In 2008, a 

third article reviewed TJC publications about the DSCC and translated these 

documentation to simple clear step-by-step DSCC roadmap. In this roadmap, the author 

used simple language to describe the steps of DSCC from the hospitals’ perspective 

(Smith, 2008).    

2.3.2 Hospitals’ journey toward DSCC  

Six articles described the steps that community hospitals took to attain TJC DSCC 

(Censullo et al., 2007; Daniels et al., 2011; Lockard et al., 2010; McWilliam Ross, 2011; 

Mori, 2012; Morrison, 2005). In these articles, nurses or DSCC team members shared 

their hospitals experiences with DSCC and identified important factors that lead to 

attaining the certifications, including assembling the team, reviewing the standards and 

clinical practice guidelines, and conducting mock surveys one month before the 

scheduled site visit (McWilliam Ross, 2011; Mori, 2012; Morrison, 2005) 

Some articles discussed the lessons learned from the certification process. First, 

the applicants should visit other facilities with certification in preparation for their 

application. Second, the development of an ongoing staff education program is 

fundamental to the certification process. Third, the creation of disease-specific notebooks 
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to house policies/procedures, patient and staff education, mission statement, program 

goals care plan, performance measures, and clinical practice guidelines are needed 

(McWilliam Ross, 2011; Mori, 2012; Morrison, 2005) 

2.3.3 The relationship between DSCC and process of care 

Five studies described the relationship between having either TJC DSCC or The 

Society of Cardiovascular Patient Care (SCPC) certification and care process (e.g., 

providing discharge information, evaluating specific tests or using specific treatment). 

The relationship between care process and TJC DSCC was described in three studies. 

Two of these three studies used inferential testing to evaluate the relationship between 

stroke DSCC and stroke process of care (Rajamani et al., 2013; Stradling, 2007) 

Stradling and colleagues obtained data from reviewing stroke patients’ medical 

records and discharge summaries from July 1, 2001, to June 30, 2005 in one hospital 

(Stradling, 2007). A total of 1,161 stroke admissions, including 507 with ischemic stroke 

and 334 with intra-cerebral hemorrhage, were identified. Two care standards, the rate of 

lipid profile testing and the prescribing of deep vein thrombosis DVT prophylaxis, were 

evaluated over 16 quarters (4 years). Ten quarters were before certification and six 

quarters were after certification. The authors compared the average proportion of patients 

receiving lipid profile testing and DVT prophylaxis before and after certification. No 

information was mentioned about the exact statistical test used to analyze the data.  The 

article reported that TJC stroke certification was associated with a significant increase (p 

<0.0001) in the average proportion of patients receiving lipid profile testing (71% before 

vs 86% after certification) and DVT prophylaxis (80% before vs 98% after certification) 

(Stradling, 2007).    
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 Rejamani and colleagues conducted a study to evaluate if there were differences 

between TJC certified and non-certified Primary Stroke Centers (PSCs) in the percentage 

of patients considered for thrombolytic therapy and rates of thrombolysis administration 

(Rajamani et al., 2013). Medical records  of 602 stroke patients from 10 Michigan 

hospitals were examined (Rajamani et al., 2013). Half of the hospitals were TJC-certified 

PSCs. Significantly more patients were considered for thrombolytic therapy in TJC-

certified hospitals compared to noncertified hospitals (90.4% vs 66%; P <.0001). Overall, 

3.8% of patients had received thrombolytic therapy without any significant difference 

between TJC-certified PSCs and noncertified centers (4.6% vs 3%; adjusted odds ratio 

1.64; 95% CI 0.64-4.19; P =.87). However, thrombolysis rates among eligible patients 

were significantly higher in TJC-certified PSCs (48.2% vs 8.8%; P < .0001). The most 

common reason documented for not giving thrombolytic therapy for eligible patients  was 

late arrival outside the therapeutic window (Rajamani et al., 2013). 

The Rajamani study had several strengths. First, multiple hospitals were used to 

collect data. Second, an appropriate sample size was calculated according to the power 

analysis before data collection. Third, some analyses were adjusted for patient level 

variables such as race and age. On the other hand, the study had critical limitations. First, 

while the authors cited many basic differences between accredited and non-accredited 

hospitals such as teaching status, bed size and the annual stroke admissions, the results of 

the study were not adjusted for these variables.  Second, while the data for this study 

were collected over a two years period to reflect improvement over time as a result of 

certification, the authors did not use appropriate longitudinal data analysis statistical 

models, which would account for change in outcomes over time. Third, in the control 
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group two hospitals achieved stroke DSCC during the data collection period which might 

affect the results. Admittedly, many hospitals start improving their process of care in 

preparing to certifications.   

Lockard and colleagues examined one academic medical center experiences with 

TJC Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) certification (Lockard et al., 2010). The study 

described some of the details of the medical center efforts in preparing for TJC VAD 

certification. The study collected process of care measures over 5 years (2004-2009), 

including preoperative albumin levels assessment rate, infection rate, length of stay for 

VAD implantation in days, and the rate of physical therapy consultation within 48 hours. 

The number of VAD patients each year ranged from 32-48 with an average of 34 patients 

(Lockard et al., 2010). While the study concluded that there was an improvement in these 

measures over time, only descriptive data were presented.  

Two studies examined the relationship between care process (e.g. providing 

discharge information, evaluating specific tests or using specific treatment) and the SCPC 

hospitals accreditation status (Chandra, 2009; Ross, 2008). Ross and colleagues (2008) 

examined whether hospitals accredited by the SCPC have better performance in Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) core measures for acute myocardial 

infarction (AMI) than non-accredited hospitals. The study was a retrospective, 

observational cohort study of hospitals reporting CMS core measures for AMI from 

January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2005. The study sample was 4,197 hospitals; 178 (4%) 

were accredited and 4,019 (96%) were not. The authors used a multiple logistic 

regression to model the likelihood of certain performance threshold of CMS AMI core 

measures in SCPC-accredited and non-accredited hospitals, with adjustment for the 
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number of hospital beds, hospital ownership, teaching status, TJC general accreditation 

status, region, patient days, and urban or rural designation. 

The multiple logistic regression result showed that SCPC accredited hospitals 

were associated with higher scores on CMS core measures. There was significantly 

greater compliance with all AMI core measures at hospitals with SCPC including aspirin 

at arrival (yes or no) (OR=1.16, 95%CI 1.09–1.23, p <0.001), B blocker at arrival (yes or 

no) (OR =1.13, 95%CI 1.07–1.18, p< 0.001). The study had several strengths. First, it 

used appropriate data analysis techniques. Second, the result of the study was adjusted for 

many variables that may affect the results such as the number of hospital beds and 

hospital ownership. Third, the study included all accredited hospitals and used a large 

sample size. There were some limitations. The study used only one-year of data from 

January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2005. The preparation for the certification and the 

certification process itself often takes 2 to 3 years. To capture the effect of certification 

on outcomes, data over 3-5 years should be used. In addition, the control group in this 

study included all non-accredited hospitals (2,897 hospitals). A matching of accredited 

hospitals with non-accredited hospitals based on factors such as bed size or teaching 

status might be better to isolate the effect of accreditation on the outcomes. 

Chandra and colleagues (2009) investigated the association between SCPC 

accreditation and adherence to the American College of Cardiology/American Heart 

Association (ACC/AHA) evidence-based guidelines for the treatment of patients with 

non–ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI). The study sample was 

33,238 patients treated at 21 SCPC-accredited hospitals and 323 non-accredited hospitals. 

Results showed that patients treated at SCPC-accredited centers (n=3,059) were more 
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likely to receive aspirin (98.1% vs 95.8%; odds ratio (OR =1.73; 95% CI 1.06 - 2.83, 

p<0.05 and beta-blockers (93.4% vs 90.6%; OR0 1.68; 95% CI 1.04 - 2.70, p<0.05) 

within 24 hours than patients at non-SCPC-accredited centers (n=30,179). No difference 

was observed in obtaining a timely ECG (40.4% vs35.2%; OR =1.28; 95% CI 0.98 to 

1.67), administering a glycoprotein IIb/ IIIa inhibitor (OR= 1.30; 95% CI 0.93 to 1.80), 

or administering heparin (OR =1.12, 95% CI 0.74 - 1.70) (Chandra, 2009). There were 

several strengths of this study. It was a multi-hospital with large sample size and used 

appropriate data analysis techniques. In addition, the study gave a detailed explanation 

for sample selection and data analysis. However, the study used a retrospective cross-

sectional design, which might limit the ability to capture the effect of the certification 

program over time.  

2.3.4 The relationship between DSCC and outcomes of care 

Two studies examined the relationship between TJC DSCC and outcomes of care. 

Two of these studies were conducted by one research team (Lichtman et al., 2009; 

Lichtman et al., 2011). One study investigated whether hospitals certified within the first 

years of the TJC Stroke program had better outcomes than noncertified hospitals, even 

before the start of the certification program (Lichtman et al., 2009). The study sample 

included Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries discharged with ischemic stroke in 2002 

from 5070 hospitals, 317 of which were TJC-certified by June 2007. Among the total 

sample of 366,551 patients, 18% (n=66,300) were treated at hospitals with centers that 

were TJC-certified within the first few years of the program (Lichtman et al., 2009). 

Hierarchical logistic regression and Cox proportional hazards models were used 

to compare in-hospital mortality, 30-day mortality, and 30-day readmission for patients 
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treated at future TJC-certified versus noncertified hospitals. The result showed that TJC 

certified hospitals had better outcomes than noncertified hospitals even before the 

program began. The certified hospitals had lower in-hospital mortality rate (OR= 0.93; 

95% CI 0.90 - 0.96), lower 30-day mortality (OR= 0.92; 95% CI, 0.87- 0.96), and lower 

30-day readmission (hazard ratio, 0.97; 95% CI 0.95 - 0.99) ( Lichtman et al., 2009).  

The second study by Lichtman and colleagues (2011) examined outcomes of care 

using a cross-sectional design to assess whether 30-day risk-standardized mortality rates 

(RSMR) and risk-standardized readmission rates (RSRR) differed between hospitals with 

and without TJC-certified PSCs in 2006. A sample of 310,381 ischemic stroke discharges 

from 315 TJC-certified hospitals and 4,231 noncertified hospitals was used to calculate 

hospital-level RSMRs and RSRRs. Hierarchical linear regression models calculated 

hospital-level RSMRs and RSRRs, adjusting for patient demographics, comorbid 

conditions, and hospital referral region. The results show that the differences between 

accredited and non-accredited hospitals in RSMRs and RSRRs were small but 

statistically significant. The RSMRs of hospitals with TJC-certified PSCs were lower 

than in noncertified hospitals. Hospitals with TJC-certified PSCs had lower RSMRs 

compared with noncertified hospitals in 2006 (10.7% ±1.7% vs. 11.0% ± 1.7%, p<0.001); 

Readmission rates were almost similar between the 2 groups (12.5% ±1.3% vs 12.4% ± 

1.7%, p <0.001) (Lichtman et al., 2011). 

 While these two studies used a large sample size and represented nearly all 

Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries (age >65 years), outcomes were evaluated in a 

cross-sectional design using data over one year. Using a large sample size might inflated 

the p values and result in significant differences. Also, because the TJC DSC certification 
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period is usually up to 3 years, using patients’ data over 3-5 years may better enable 

researchers to detect the effect of certification on improving patients’ outcomes and 

hospital performance.   

2.4 Conclusions and Research Gaps 

This review is the first comprehensive summary of evidence for DSCCs and their 

reported effects on the quality of care. Wide variations in the quality of the evidence were 

found. The majority of literature was a description of the certification program and the 

steps that different community hospitals took to achieve TJC DSCC. Only a few studies 

empirically investigated the relationship between DSCC program and process or 

outcomes of care. Moreover, studies used a cross-sectional design and relatively small 

sample sizes from single hospitals to investigate the relationship of stroke DSCC and 

process or outcomes of care. Few studies used sophisticated statistical modeling with 

adequate control variables to try to isolate the effect of DSCC, which makes it difficult to 

conclude that the change in hospital or patient outcomes were related to the certification.  

The majority of the studies focused on TJC DSCC and few studies discussed the other 

certification programs. 

Some limitations of the review process must be noted. Despite searching in a 

multi-method, comprehensive manner, electronic research indexing is generally 

problematic (e.g., the combinations of the keywords and different search strategies for 

each database may eliminate some related articles). In addition, this review might not 

include all the literature that are produced on all levels of government and academics in 

print and electronic formats, but which is not controlled by commercial publishers (grey 

literature). Due to the nature of grey literature, librarians have had difficulty acquiring 
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and making it accessible.  Thus, some key literature may have been missed.  Nonetheless, 

related references were tracked, and databases search was updated along with manuscript 

writing. 

There are several research areas that need to be explored. This review showed that 

there is an increase in DSCCs types and in the number of certified hospitals. These 

hospitals voluntarily chose to achieve DSCCs for different reasons. Many factors might 

affect the hospitals decision to achieve DSC certifications such as competition with other 

hospitals and fulfilling with the regulations and requirements of regulatory bodies such as 

CMS. More research is needed to understand hospitals’ characteristics that are associated 

with having specific DSCC programs. Examination of these characteristics is important, 

as it could reveal disparities in hospitals’ desire or ability to pursue DSCC programs. In 

addition, it could help policy makers and accreditation bodies to develop new initiatives 

that reduce barriers for certifications and prevent inequalities in organizations’ abilities to 

pursue certifications.  

More research studies are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of DSCCs 

programs in improving outcomes of care and improving economic efficiency for 

hospitals and for payers like CMS in the short and long term.  These studies should use 

different research designs, data sources, and outcome measures to capture and isolate the 

effectiveness of DSCCs in improving outcomes of care. The DSCC programs process 

usually take three years; one year before the certification and two years of reviewing and 

recertification. To isolate the effect of the certification programs on the health care 

outcomes and process of care delivery, longitudinal data are need with statistical analysis 

that can isolate the effect of preparing for certification and controlling for other factors 
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that might influence difference in outcomes. In addition, because DSCC programs aim to 

improve the quality of care for patients with chronic diseases, more research should 

investigate the effect of DSCC on patient-centered outcome measures including patient 

satisfaction and self-care. 

 In 2005, CMS launched Pay for Performance (P4P) initiatives to address quality 

deficiencies in all aspects of health care. Generally, P4P is defined as the use of 

incentives to encourage and reinforce the delivery of evidence-based practices and health 

care system transformation that promote better outcomes as efficiently as possible 

(Cannon, 2007; Rosenthal, 2005). With P4P initiatives, outcomes of care such as 30-day 

readmission rates have become important hospital financial metrics as payers, most 

notably Medicare, are increasingly denying coverage without detailed medical 

justification for the readmission. The positive effect of DSCC on outcomes of care, if 

proven, will give a strong justification for hospitals to invest in DSCC.  
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Chapter 3 

Hospital and Market Characteristics Associated with The Joint Commission’s 

Voluntary Disease-Specific Care Certifications
1
 

3.1 Introduction 

Disease-specific care certifications (DSCCs) have developed over the last decade 

to better codify care standards and to implement systematic evaluations with the intent of 

improving the quality of care (Chandra  et al., 2009; Mowll, 2003; The Joint Commission 

[TJC], 2014). Some DSCCs programs are mandatory in the sense that they are required 

by insurers or by states as part of their quality oversight activities.  For example, the 

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Service (CMS) requires stroke DSCCs as part of their 

Conditions of Participation (CoP) (Battard Menendez, 2010). In addition to the CMS 

CoPs, accreditation and certification programs might be recognized and responsible to 

satisfy the requirement of states’ quality oversight activities. Recognition refers to the 

acceptance of, requirement for, or other reference to the use of accreditation, in whole or 

in part, by one or more governmental agencies in exercising regulatory authority (Battard 

Menendez, 2010). However, most DSCCs are voluntory (versus required by insurers or 

states), and are sought by hospitals to demonstrate their quality. This, in turn, may help in 

attracting patients and physicians. The Joint Commission (TJC) is the main source for 

DSCC for hospitals. Since the inception of the TJC programs in 2003, more than 500 

hospitals have been certified by one or more DSCC programs.  TJC DSCC programs 

contend that the compliance with standards and stringent adherence to the certification 

programs’ guidelines will result in improved quality of care, outcomes, and patient 
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satisfaction (Chandra, 2009; Mowll, 2003; TJC, 2014). Yet, the evidence supporting 

quality improvements associated specifically with TJC DSCC programs is limited. The 

majority of the studies described the early development of DSCC or the journey toward 

DSCC, using little empirical data (Bungard et al., 2011; Connors Potter, 2004; Daniels et 

al., 2011; Lockard et al., 2010; McWilliam Ross, 2011; Mooney et al., 2002; Morrison, 

2005; Mowll, 2003; Smith, 2008). Only a few studies empirically investigated the 

relationship between the mandatory DSCC programs (e.g., TJC stroke DSCC and TJC 

Ventricular Assist Device DSCC) and processes or outcomes of care (Lichtman et al., 

2009; Lichtman et al., 2011; Rajamani et al., 2013). While there were no studies 

investigated the hospitals’ characteristics associated with having DSCCs, previous 

literatures about hospitals accreditation showed that hospital characteristics such as rural 

location and limited resources were among the barriers to seek accreditation (Brasure, 

2000; Miller, 2005). 

Voluntary DSCC programs have continued to increase.  While there is some 

evidence linking TJC voluntary DSCC programs and quality in care delivery, many of the 

studies are cross-sectional so it is unclear whether the hospitals were good performers 

were self-selecting certification. Moreover, as the emphasis on evidence based practices 

expands, many hospitals likely voluntarily follow the majority of the practices required 

by DSCC.   Yet, others do not yet may not have the resources to devote to DSCC. More 

studies are need to investigate the hospitals characteristics associated with having DSCC 

to help understand why the certified hospitals voluntarily seek these certifications and to 

uncover the barriers that might limit the ability of noncertified hospitals from seeking 
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these certifications. The purpose of this study is examine hospital and market 

characteristics that might be associated with having one or more of TJC DSCCs.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study Design  

 

Using hospital level data compiled from 2011 and 2013, a cross-sectional, 

descriptive correlational design was used to describe the hospital and market 

characteristics that are associated with having voluntary TJC DSCCs.  For this study, 

mandatory certification programs are operationally defined as certification programs that 

hospitals participate in to demonstrate their fulfillment of CMS CoP or that are relied on 

to meet individual states’ quality oversight activities. Voluntary DSCC programs are 

those that do not meet these criteria. TJC DSCC programs that participate in to 

demonstrate their fulfillment of CMS CoP or that are relied on to meet individual states’ 

quality oversight activities are stroke DSCC, Ventricular Assist Device (VAD)  DSCC 

and Lung Volume Reduction Surgery (Lockard et al., 2010; TJC, 2013). 

3.2.2 Data Sources and Measures 

 

Administrative data from three sources were used:  1) TJC on-line data regarding 

DSCC, 2) American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey, and 3) The Area 

Health Resources Files (AHRF). The data files from TJC, AHA Annual Survey 

Database™ and The AHRF were merged using hospital name, address, or CMS 

identification number (ID). A list of all hospitals, which have one or more DSCCs that 

are considered voluntary (all DSCC other than stroke DSCC, Ventricular Assist Device 

(VAD) DSCC and Lung Volume Reduction Surgery), was obtained from TJC website 
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through 12/1/2014. TJC DSCC programs were selected to be investigated in this study for 

many reasons.  First, TJC DSCC programs were the first in USA and most hospitals 

select these certification. Second, some accreditation organizations, other than TJC, limit 

their certification programs by offering only mandatory certifications (e.g., primary and 

comprehensive stroke certification). Third, the number of certified hospitals by TJC is 

high which provides a sufficient sample size to answer the research questions. The data 

contain the following variables:  organization ID, program, certification program, 

certification effective date, organization name, and address. Because of the large number 

of hospitals and health care centers that have the stroke DSCC, TJC website also provides 

a file specifically for the stroke certification (TJC, 2014). According to the TJC data 663 

hospitals are certified with one or more DSCCs. The total number of DSCCs is 1105 

since hospitals may have more than one. However, for purposes of this study, the number 

of DSCCs will not be examined.  

Table 3.1 summarizes the study variables. Data about hospital characteristics 

(ownership, teaching status, bed size, total facility expenses, total facility admissions, and 

total facility Medicare inpatient discharges) were obtained from AHA for the year 2011. 

The AHA Annual Survey Database™ is a comprehensive hospital database that has been 

conducted by the American Hospital Association since 1946. The data contain a snapshot 

of hospital-specific data on approximately 6,500 hospitals and 400-plus systems, 

including as many as 1,000 data fields covering organizational structure, personnel, 

hospital facilities and services, and financial performance. In addition, it includes 

documentation with a summary of changes that identifies open, closed, and merged 

hospitals compared to the prior year (AHA Annual Survey Database™, 2014).   
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Hospitals’ market characteristic data for 2011 included the number of hospitals in 

the market (N) and total hospitals admissions. The data were obtained from The Area 

Health Resources Files (AHRF)(AHRF, 2015).  The AHRF provides current as well as 

historic data for more than 6,000 variables for each of the nation's counties. The AHRF 

contains information on health facilities, health professions, measures of resource 

scarcity, health status, economic activity, health training programs, and socioeconomic 

and environmental characteristics (AHRF, 2015). Hospital market definitions based on 

geopolitical boundaries, such as counties, Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), and 

Health Service Areas (HSAs), are the most frequently employed in research (Wong, 

Zhan, & Mutter, 2005). A disadvantage of using counties to define hospital market areas 

is that the variation in the counties sizes might result in underestimation or 

overestimation of a hospital’s competition status (Wong et al., 2005).  
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Table 3.1: The Sources and Definitions of the Independent Variables Table 1-1 

Predictor Name   Source  Original Codes Recoded to 

Ownership  AHA data  Not-for-profit     

    For-profit   

    Government   

Size  AHA data      

    6-24 beds 100 bed 

100-499 bed 

More than 500 
25-49 beds     

50-99 beds 

100-199 beds   

    200-499 beds  

More than 500  

Teaching status  AHA data   Member of Council of Teaching 

Hospital of the Association of 

American Medical Colleges (COTH) 

  

    yes /no   

Hospital Part of 

System  

AHA data  System Cluster Code   

    Centralized Health System 2-Centralized Health System 

Centralized Physician/Insurance 

Health System 

1-Decentralized Health System 

Moderately Centralized Health System  0-Not part of system 

    

      Decentralized Health System   

  Independent Hospital System 

                         Not part of system    

Rural Location AHA Data      

    Yes/ No   

hospital a participant 

in a network 

  Is the hospital a participant in a 

network 

  

    Yes/No   

Total facility 

Medicare inpatient 

discharges 

AHA data  Sum   

Measures of the 

intensity of hospital 

competition 

      

The number of 

hospitals in the 

market (N) 

AHRF Data  Sum    

The Herfindahl-

Hirschman Index 

(HHI) 

Calculate 

using AHRF 

Data 

The sum of squared market shares   

for all of the hospitals in the market. 

Market share  was calculated using 

total hospital admissions  divided by 

county admissions  
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3.2.3 Conceptual Framework 

 

Donabedian’s theoretical conceptualization of quality helps explain how hospital 

structure may influence hospitals to seek voluntary certification and how voluntary 

certification may improve process of care and outcomes of care. Donabedian 

conceptualized quality as a function of structure, process, and outcomes (Donabedian, 

1988). Structure refers to the attributes of the organizational setting where care occurs. 

According to Donabedian, this includes such attributes as material resources (e.g., 

available equipment, design of facility), human resources (e.g., number of qualified 

personnel), and organizational structure (e.g., methods of documentation). Process refers 

to the activities that are done in giving and receiving care. Outcome indicates the effects 

of care on the patient’s condition. Donabedian hypothesized that good (or adverse) 

organizational structure promotes good (adverse) process, and in turn, good (adverse) 

process promotes good (adverse) outcomes (Donabedian, 1988). Hospitals’ certifications 

are classified among the process activities that the hospitals use to improve their 

outcomes. Hospital structure factors may influence a hospital’s decision to seek 

certification. On the other hand, direct (e.g. applying specific guidelines) and indirect 

(having specific equipment) certification requirements influence hospitals to improve 

their structures to get better outcomes.  

Figure 3.1 summarizes the conceptual framework for the study.  The independent 

variables of primary interest are those that operationalize those hospital structure 

characteristics that may influence a hospital’s decision to participate in DSCCs. Hospital 

structure characteristics were operationally defined as  hospital characteristics (ownership 

[for-profit / not-for-profit], location [rural / urban], teaching status, and medical school 
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affiliation, total facility medicare discharges, total facility expenses, and bed size), and 

market characteristics intensity of hospital competition (HHI in market defined by 

county, number of hospitals in market defined by county).  

Figure 3.1 The Conceptual Model of Hospital and Market Characteristics Associated 

with having any of The Joint Commission’s Voluntary Disease-Specific Care 

Certifications (DSCC). 

 

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

 

Descriptive bivariate analyses were estimated to compare hospital, market, and 

hospital competition characteristics by TJC DSCC status (having any certification versus 

having none).  Means and standard deviations were used to describe continuous variables 

and percentages were used to describe the categorical variables. Differences were tested 

using t-tests for continuous variables and chi-square statistics for categorical variables. 

A binary logistic regression model was used to examine which hospital and 

market characteristics are predictive of TJC Voluntary DSCC. As the intention of this 
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analysis was to determine the independent effects of the organizational variables on the 

likelihood of TJC Voluntary DSCC while controlling for each other, all variables were 

entered simultaneously into the model.  

Odds ratios (OR) from multivariable analysis represent the adjusted association 

between accreditation and each organizational variable. The odds ratio represents the 

ratio of the odds of having any certification in one group (e.g., teaching hospital) to the 

odds of that event occurring in the reference group (e.g., non-teaching hospital).  A series 

of building multivariable regression models were examined, progressing from those with 

only hospital characteristics to those with hospital and market predictors, and a final 

model with interactions.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 The Joint Commission’s Voluntary Disease-Specific Care 

Certifications (DSCC) 

 

According to TJC website (TJC, 2014), 663 hospitals were certified with one or 

more DSCCs in December 2014. Figure 3.2 shows the number of hospitals with 1, 2, 3 or 

>4 DSCCs. Note that the most frequent numbers of certification was two, with 268 

hospitals have two certifications; 90 hospitals have four or more DSCCs. The hospitals 

were located in 49 states, with the majority of the hospitals with DSCC located in Florida 

(11%), Pennsylvania (8.2%), Texas (8%), New Jersey (7.2%) and California (5.4%). 

Figure 3.3 shows the most frequent types of DSCC programs. The most popular 

certification programs are: knee replacement (26%), hip replacement (26%), advanced 

inpatient diabetic (5.3%), heart failure (4.8%), spine surgery (4%), and advanced heart 

failure DSCC (3.7%). 
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Figure 3.2 Number of hospitals by number of DSCC (TJC, 2014). 

 

Figure 3.3: Most Frequent Types of DSCC Programs (TJC, 2014) 

 

3.3.2 Descriptive Statistics  

 

The hospitals examined were comprised of 580 hospitals certified with any TJC 

DSCCs and 5737 hospitals with no DSCC.  Thus, only 9% of U.S. hospitals have any 

TJC DSCC.  Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the characteristics of all hospitals and 
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compare the hospital and competition characteristics for those having any DSCC and 

those having none. All comparisons show statistically significant differences; some of 

these differences are likely due to the large sample size, although for some of the 

characteristics the differences in means and percentages are large.  

As summarized in Table 3.2, hospitals with any TJC DSCCs had a larger bed size 

(M=305 SD=221 vs. M=136 SD=169, p<0.001), larger total facility expenses (M=298 

million SD=293 million vs. M=108 million SD=202.9 million, p<0.001), and larger total 

facility Medicare discharges (M=6470 SD=4745 vs. M=2085 SD=3186, p<0.001). 

Likewise, hospitals with any TJC DSCCs had a larger number of full-time registered 

nurses (M=458 SD=459 vs. M=161 SD=288, p<0.001), and full-time medical and dental 

residents and interns (M=41 SD=125 vs. M=14 SD=74, p<0.001). With respect to the 

hospitals competition as measured by HHI in market defined by county, compared to 

non-certified hospitals, hospitals with any TJC DSCCs, had a smaller HHI reflecting 

higher competitive market (M=0.35 SD=0.27 VS M=0.53 SD=0.35, p<0.001). Similarly, 

Table 3 shows a significant difference between certified and non-certified in all of the 

nominal level hospital characteristics.  A greater proportion of hospitals with any TJC 

DSCCs were for-profit owned hospitals (29.3% vs. 25.3%, p<0.001). In addition, 

compared to the non-certified group, TJC DSCC group had a higher proportion of 

hospital that were members of a network (41% vs. 25%, p<0.001), part of centralized 

systems (35% vs. 20%; p<0.001) or decentralized systems (41% vs. 36%; p<0.001), and 

medical school affiliated (45% vs. 22%, p<0.001).
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Table 1-2 

Table 3-2 
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Table 3-3 

Table 1-3 
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3.3.3 Multivariable Statistics  

 

Table 3.4 shows the final multivariable results from examining hospital 

characteristics and intensity of hospital competition predictive of having any DSCCs. All 

the hospital characteristics and intensity of hospital competition variables combined 

demonstrated a moderate degree of predictive ability (Cox and Snell R-squared= 0.14; 

Nagelkerke R-squared=0.31).   

 Hospitals that have higher Medicare discharges, have higher expenses, or are 

located in competitive markets are more likely to have any TJC DSCCs. A 1% increase in 

total facility Medicare discharges increases the odds of having any TJC DSCCs by 4.7 

(95% CI: 3.03-7.46). A 1% increase in total facility expenses increases the odds of 

having any TJC DSCCs by 2.5 (95% CI: 1.5-4.2). Hospitals that are located in rural areas 

are less likely to have one or more DSCCs (OR=.18, 95% CI: 04-.49).  It was estimated 

that the odds of having any DSCCs are approximately 5 times smaller for rural hospitals. 

The HHI in market defined by county is found to be a significant predictor of 

having any TJC DSCCs; hospitals that have lower competition are less likely to have one 

or more TJC DSCCs. For every one unit increase in HHI, a hospital is 50% less likely to 

have any TJC DSCCs (OR=.50, 95% CI: .34-.76).  

Only one interaction term was significant: the interaction term between for-profit 

and being part of a decentralized system. Even though the main effects of profit status 

and centralization were not significant, hospitals that are for-profit and part of 

decentralized system, are 4 times more likely to have any TJC DSCCs in comparison 

with hospitals that are not-for-profit  and  not part of system (OR=3.95, 95% CI: 1.77-

8.83). 
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Table 3.4:  Binary Logistic Regression of Hospital Characteristics, Intensity of Hospitals 

Competition and Other Selected Variables’ Interactions Predictive of Hospitals Having 

Any DSCC (N 6317) Table 1-4 

  
    

  
95% C.I.for 

Odd Ratio 

     

Odd 

Ratio 
Lower Upper 

Constant 

     Hospitals Characteristics 

     Total facility expenses LOG 

  

2.50 1.55 4.02 

Total facility Medicare discharges LOG 

  

4.75 3.03 7.46 

System Level  

     Centralized System 

  

1.26 0.94 1.68 

Decentralized System 

  

1.26 0.94 1.68 

Not Part System  

  

1.00 

  For-Profit 

  

3.05 0.53 17.68 

Rural(No) 

  

0.18 0.06 0.49 

Teaching Hospital 

  

0.91 0.52 1.59 

Medical school affiliation (No) 

  

1.06 0.84 1.34 

 Hospitals' Competition  

     Number of hospitals in the market defined 

by county 

  

0.91 0.52 1.59 

HHI in market defined by county 

  

0.51 0.34 0.76 

Interactions  

     Teaching * Hospital System 

     Teaching by Decentralized  

  

0.47 0.20 1.13 

Teaching by Centralized  

  

1.02 0.53 1.98 

For-profit * System 

     For-profit by Decentralized  

  

3.95 1.77 8.83 

For-profit by Centralized  

  

1.59 0.64 3.97 

For-profit by Total facility Medicare 

discharges LOG 

  

0.67 0.42 1.08 

 
  

   
2 LL  

  

2903.60 

Nagelkerke R2     0.31 

*TJC DSCC: The Joint Commission Disease-Specific Care Certification  
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3.4   Discussion 

Four general conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study.  The first is 

that some of TJC DSCC programs are more subscribed than others. The most frequently 

sought certification program types are knee replacement, hip replacement, advanced 

inpatient diabetic, spine surgery, heart failure, and advanced heart failure. The second 

conclusion arises from the multivariate analyses that show that certified hospitals are 

larger, located in higher competitive health service areas, more likely to be for-profit and 

part of decentralized health care systems, and have more Medicare discharges. The third 

conclusion is that the other factor significantly influencing the probability of having any 

TJC DSCCs is hospital location, with rural hospitals less likely to have any TJC DSCCs. 

The fourth conclusion is that all the assessed hospital characteristics, market 

characteristics and intensity of hospital competition variables combined demonstrated a 

moderate degree of predictive ability (Negelkerke R-squared = 0.305), indicating that 

there are other characteristics predictive of DSCC status that were not accounted for in 

this research. 

Other unmeasured factors may influence a hospital’s decision to seek a specific 

type of certification. Hospitals may seek certifications if expecting the future revenues 

from obtaining a certificate to exceed or be equal to the certification investment cost 

(Grepperud, 2014).  The most frequent TJC DSCC programs represent high demand 

markets, such as joint replacement. Having certification in such markets may attract more 

patients and insurers who consider certification as a signaling of high quality.  Hospitals 

may also seek DSCC to improve the outcomes of care and to avoid financial penalty. In 

2005, CMS launched Pay for Performance (P4P) initiatives to address quality 
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deficiencies in all aspects of health care. P4P uses incentives to encourage and reinforce 

the delivery of evidence-based practices and health care system transformation that 

promote better outcomes as efficiently as possible (Cannon, 2007; Rosenthal, 2005). 

Outcomes of care, such as 30-day readmission rates, have become important hospital 

financial metrics, as payers, most notably Medicare, are increasingly denying coverage 

without detailed medical justification for the readmission. Hospitals might invest in 

DSCC programs to avoid such penalties.  The third round of penalties for readmission 

were announced by CMS in October of 2014; 2610 hospitals were fined even though the 

readmission rate is dropping (http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/medicare-readmissions-

penalties-2015/). Thirty-nine hospitals received the larges penalty allowed.  Future 

studies should examine if penalized hospitals respond by seeking DSCCs.  

Total facility expenses and total facility Medicare discharges were significant 

predictors for having any TJC DSCCs. These factors may be considered proxy variables 

for other constructs, such as hospital size, availability of resources, economies of scale, 

and variability and complexity of healthcare services provided. These hospitals may have 

the resources and the structure to seek different TJC DSCCs. In addition, increased 

complexities in multidisciplinary communication among a greater number of providers in 

large hospitals may predispose such institutions to poor safety outcomes. In hospitals, 

larger size has been associated with a less favorable patient safety culture and higher rates 

of some adverse event (Sorra, 2010). To improve poor outcomes, larger hospitals with 

more resources and higher patient flow are more likely to seek DSCCs than smaller 

hospitals.  

http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/medicare-readmissions-penalties-2015/
http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/medicare-readmissions-penalties-2015/
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The significant interaction term between being part of decentralized systems and 

being for-profit  may be related to for-profit hospitals having a strict return on investment 

criteria that does not permit allocation of resources to operational areas that are not 

profitable (Hillmer, 2005; Rosenau & Linder, 2003). However, this may not necessarily 

mean that for-profit institutions are less apt to invest in quality improvement 

interventions that are perceived to be cost neutral. Although the certification process 

requires devotion of substantial human and financial resources, it may nevertheless be 

perceived as cost neutral by for-profit hospitals, as it might improve their market 

competitive abilities and result in attracting more patients. Being part of a decentralized 

health care system might enable the hospitals to seek certification as these systems have a 

high degree of service differentiation and more resources (Bazzoli, 1999).   While the 

present study was not able to empirically assess the DSCC related costs, higher hospital 

competition was found to be a predictor for having any DSCCs. For-profit hospitals 

might seek certifications to improve their comparative advantage and to increase their 

market share by attracting more patients (Grepperud, 2014).  Competition between 

hospitals could be a plausible explanation for why for-profit hospitals that are part of a 

decentralized health care system seek DSCCs more than do other hospitals.  

Another independent predictor of having one or more DSCCs is hospital location; 

rural hospitals were nearly five times less likely to be certified than were urban hospitals. 

These results are consistent with the previous studies on accreditation (Brasure, 2000; 

Miller, 2005), where  rural hospitals in the US have described barriers to seeking 

accreditation/certification related to the direct costs and difficulties in meeting standards 

or collecting data. In addition, there are additional costs arising from necessary inputs 
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into this process by hospital physicians and nursing staff that may be difficult to realize in 

smaller hospitals (Brasure, 2000; Grepperud, 2014). TJC and other accreditation bodies 

may consider levels of the DSCC programs that are feasible and attractive to these 

hospitals.  Smaller community hospitals with less resources care for many patients with 

chronic diseases, such as heart failure and diabetes mellitus who could benefit from 

improved care systems based on evidence. 

Hospital characteristics, market characteristics and intensity of hospital 

competition variables combined demonstrated a moderate degree of predictive ability, 

suggesting that there  are other characteristics predictive of accreditation status that were 

not accounted for in this study. Future research may investigate the hospitals’ DSCC 

decision to seek certifications and consider other factors such as regulatory environment, 

hospitals’ community characteristics, and the presence of alternative methods for 

evaluating hospital performance.  This would likely require a mixed methods design that 

could uncover unknown factors from the perspectives of clinicians, administrators, and 

patients.  

The finding of this study should be interpreted in light of some limitations. First, 

the data are cross-sectional and, therefore, may be limited by residual measured or 

unmeasured confounders, and causality may not be inferred. Nevertheless, several of the 

associations are plausible and consistent with previous literature. Second, although using 

data at county level to estimate and define the hospitals competition is common in 

literature, variation in county sizes and populations might underestimate or overestimate 

the competition measures. Third, only data from TJC were used in this study, which 
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limits the ability to generalize the result of this study into other accreditation bodies or 

certification programs.  

This is the first study to investigate the DSCC and predictors of having these 

certifications. This study has found that 9% of the hospitals in the United State have at 

least one DSCC from The Joint Commission.  While the findings enhance the knowledge 

of factors associated with having these types of voluntary certifications, studies of other 

certifications, using more granular hospital characteristics and over a longer period of 

time need to be done.  
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                                                                            Chapter 4 

The Joint Commission Heart Failure Disease Specific Certification and Outcomes of 

Care
1
 

4.1   Introduction 

Reducing hospital readmission rates (RR) is a national priority. On average in the 

United States, 20% of Medicare patients are readmitted within thirty days of their initial 

discharge (Jencks, Williams, & Coleman, 2009; Singh, Lin, Kuo, Nattinger, & Goodwin, 

2014; Stefan et al., 2013). Besides being an indicator of quality of care, readmissions cost 

the Medicare program an estimated $12 billion each year (Singh et al., 2014; Stefan et al., 

2013). In the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) report to Congress 

(2007), many hospital readmissions are classified as potentially preventable. MedPAC 

suggested that hospitals could reduce readmission rates by better coordinating 

prescriptions and educating family members on appropriate methods of home self-care. 

MedPAC also proposed incentivizing hospitals to lower their readmission rates by 

publicly announcing hospital readmission rates and changing the Medicare payment 

system in order to eliminate the early discharge incentive (Cannon, 2007; Lindenauer, 

2007).  Based on these recommendations, the National Quality Forum has created 

hospital risk-standardized readmission rates (RSRRs) as performance measures, and the 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) publicly reports these rates 

(Lindenauer, 2007). The Patient Protection Affordable Care Act of 2010 created new 

incentives to reduce readmissions using the publicly reported measures because hospitals 

with high readmission rates can lose up to 3% of their Medicare reimbursement by 2015 

                                                           
1
 Musallam, E., Newhouse, R.,  Johantgen, M., Friedmann, E., Connerney, I., & Lyn, M. 
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(Butler & Kalogeropoulos, 2012; Dharmarajan & Krumholz, 2014; Shah, Rahim, & 

Boxer, 2013). In response, many quality initiative programs have emerged to help 

hospitals reduce readmissions. In addition, hospitals are focusing onthe processes of  with 

the goal to reduce readmissions, especially for ppatients with  heart failure (HF) since this 

is the most frequent diagnosis for readmission (Butler & Kalogeropoulos, 2012; 

Dharmarajan & Krumholz, 2014; Shah et al., 2013).   

One of the programs that aims to improve health care and outcomes for the 

patients with heart failure is The Joint Commission’s (TJC HF) Disease-Specific Care 

Certification (DSCC)(TJC, 2014).  The HF Disease Specific Care Certification (DSCC) 

evaluates heart failure care clinical programs across the continuum of care. Also, TJC 

offers an advanced HF DSCC for which organizations must comply with TJC standards 

for disease-specific care and meet additional, clinically-specific requirements and 

expectations. For example, the heart failure program must include either a hospital-based 

and hospital-owned outpatient heart failure clinic or have a collaborative relationship 

with one or more attending cardiology practices (Tjc, 2014).  The aims of the DSCC and 

the advanced DSCC are to improve the quality of patient care by reducing variation in 

clinical processes and helping hospitals to build the structures to deliver consistent care 

with better outcomes. The advanced HF DSCC is provided through a partnership between 

the American Heart Association (AHA) and TJC (TJC, 2014).  TJC manages the 

certification process, and the AHA is responsible for the science framework (e.g. 

developing  and updating the clinical guidelines (Get With The Guidelines). In addition, 

hospitals with advanced HF DSCC  are highlighted on the American Heart Association’s 
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quality map website (heart.org/myhealthcare) to assist the general public in locating these 

hospitals. 

Hospital certification programs are frequently selected by healthcare leaders as a 

method to improve the quality of care (Greenfield, 2008). Evaluation of certification 

programs is important because they require resources that can be used in other activities 

in the hospitals such as purchasing new medical devices or recruiting more healthcare 

workers (Greenfield, 2008). Although certification programs are considered as 

frameworks for achieving and sustaining quality and improving outcomes, evidence 

about the effectiveness of the DSCC and the advanced DSCC in improving outcomes is 

limited. The majority of the studies that investigated the early development of DSCC or 

the journey toward DSCC were descriptive and did not use empirical data (Bungard, 

Rohn, & Dobler, 2011; Connors Potter, 2004; Daniels, Johnson, & Mackovjak, 2011; 

Lockard et al., 2010; McWilliam Ross, 2011; Mooney, Potter, & Jcaho, 2002; Morrison, 

2005; Mowll, 2003; Smith, 2008). A few empirical studies have investigated the 

effectiveness of the stroke DSCC in improving stroke outcomes (Lichtman et al., 2009;  

Lichtman et al., 2011; Rajamani et al., 2013). No studies have evaluated the impact of 

having HF DSCC and advanced HF DSCC on heart failure outcomes. In addition, 

longitudinal empirical studies, which evaluate whether the outcomes for the certified 

hospitals improve over the certification cycle, are lacking. The studies that have 

investigated TJC stroke DSCC  have used cross-sectional designs and/or comparative 

statistical 's analysis of data at two points in time. To draw causal inferences about the 

direct influence of certification programs on clinical quality and patients’ health 

outcomes, a longtudinal analysis, which focuses on the effects of certification programs 
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over time, is needed. This study  assessed the impact of having TJC Heart Failure and 

Advanced Heart Failure DSCCs on patient outcomes (readmission rate and mortality 

rate) and evaluated how the outcomes change over the certification cycle. 

4.2  Methods  

 

4.2.1 Study Design and Data Sources 

 

A retrospective cohort design was used to examine the association between 

hospitals having TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC and heart failure 

readmission rate and mortality rate. TJC Heart Failure and Advanced Heart Failure 

DSCCs were chosen for several reasons. First, these programs are among the most 

frequently sought voluntary TJC DSCCs. Second, heart failure (HF) as a chronic disease 

is receiving much attention by hospitals in terms of searching for the best disease 

management strategies to prevent readmissions. Third, TJC provides these certification 

programs through a partnership with the American Heart Association, reflecting an 

important foundation for standards adopted by TJC. 

Administrative data from four sources were used:  1) TJC on-line data regarding 

certification, 2) American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey, 3) Hospital 

Compare Data, and 4) Data from the Area Health Resources Files (AHRF).the data were 

merged using the following variables:  hospital name, address, or CMS identification 

number (ID)(Database™, 2014). A list of all hospitals which have HF DSCC or advanced 

HF was obtained from TJC website as of 12/1/2014. Data about hospital characteristics 

(ownership, teaching status, bed size, total facility expenses, total facility Medicare 

inpatient discharges) were abstracted from AHA for the year 2013. The AHA Annual 

Survey Database™ is a comprehensive hospital database, which has been established and 
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maintained by the American Hospital Association since 1946 (AHA Annual Survey 

Database™, 2014). The data contain a snapshot of hospital-specific data on 

approximately 6,500 hospitals and 400-plus systems, including as many as 1,000 data 

fields covering organizational structure, personnel, hospital facilities and services, and 

financial performance. In addition, it includes documentation with a summary of changes 

that identifies open, closed, and merged hospitals compared to the prior year (AHA 

Annual Survey Database™, 2014).   

The Hospital Compare data consist of multiple hospital-level outcome measures. 

These measures have been determined based on agreement from CMS, the hospital 

industry, and public sector stakeholders, such as TJC, the National Quality Forum, the 

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and hospital industry leaders. The 

measures are classified into categories: timely and effective care, complications, patient 

satisfaction, readmissions, and mortality measures.  In this study, data from 2009 and 

2010 were used to compare the readmission rates and mortality rates of TJC HF DSCC 

hospitals with those of non-certified hospitals.  Data from 2009 and 2010 were selected to 

ensure that none of the hospitals in the “non-certified hospitals” group was in the process 

of attaining TJC DSCC.  

Hospital market characteristic data (number of hospitals in the market (N) and 

total hospitals admissions) were obtained from the AHRF for year 2010 (AHRF, 2015).  

The AHRF provides current as well as historic data for more than 6,000 variables for 

each of the nation’s counties. The AHRF’s data contain information on health facilities, 

health professions, measures of resource scarcity, health status, economic activity, health 

training programs, and socioeconomic and environmental characteristics (AHRF, 2015).  
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4.2.2 Outcomes 

 

The primary outcomes for this analysis were hospital-level rates of 30-day 

unplanned readmissions (estimates of unplanned readmission for any cause to any acute 

care hospital within 30 days of discharge from a hospitalization) and 30-day mortality 

(estimates of deaths from any cause within 30 days of a hospital admission) for patients 

hospitalized with HF.  To make hospital performance comparable, the CMS adjusts the 

30-day unplanned readmission and death (mortality) measures for patient characteristics 

that may make death or unplanned readmission more likely, even if the hospital provided 

higher quality of care. These characteristics include the patient’s age, past medical 

history, and other diseases or conditions (comorbidities) the patient had when he/she was 

admitted (Hospital Compare, 2014). 
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4.2.3 Internal and External Hospitals Characteristics 

  This study examined 13 hospital characteristics that may be associated with 

readmission rates and mortality rates. These characteristics have been investigated in 

previous studies as predictors of RR and MR (Herrin et al., 2015; Joynt & Jha, 2011; 

McHugh & Ma, 2013; Singh et al., 2014; Stefan et al., 2013). These characteristics were 

categorized into hospitals’ internal and external characteristics. In addition to having HF 

DSCC, the internal hospital characteristics include:  ownership, hospital bed size,  

hospital is part of health system, teaching status, cardiac services, medical school 

affiliation status, safety net hospital status, and nurses to census ratio. External hospitals 

characteristics include number of hospitals in the market area, hospital competition, 

location, and per capita income.  

 Hospitals ownership was examined using two categories:  for-profit and 

nonprofit. Hospitals with one to three of the cardiac services (ability to perform 

diagnostic cardiac catheterization, ability to perform interventional cardiac 

catheterization, ability to perform cardiac surgery, ability to  provide adult cardiology 

services , or have cardiac intensive care),  were designated as having “partial” cardiac 

services, and those with four to five were designated as having “full” cardiac services.  

Hospital size was measured using well-established designations: small (fewer than 100 

beds), medium (100 to 399 beds), and large (400 or more beds) (Ross et al., 2012). 

Nurse-to-census ratio was calculated by dividing the number of full-time equivalent 

nurses on staff by 1000 patient days. We used annual survey data from the American 

Hospital Association to categorize public or private hospitals as safety-net hospitals if 

their Medicaid caseload was greater than 1 SD above the mean Medicaid caseload in their 
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respective state, as has been done in previous analyses of access and quality in safety-net 

hospitals (Ross et al., 2012). 

4.2.4 Data analysis 

The data analysis was conducted in three parts. In part 1, hospital characteristics 

(location, community market, competition) and outcomes (readmission rates and 

mortality rates) were compared for hospitals with TJC HF DSCC and those without.   

 In part two, generalized estimating equations (GEE) were used to predict the 

outcomes of interest (RR and MR), based on the hospital characteristics. The choice of 

this model is based on its flexibility and adequacy for the analysis of the study cohort 

(Burton, Gurrin, & Sly, 1998; Hanley, 2003). More specifically, the marginal model 

(population-average model) accounts for repeated measures, time-dependent variables, 

and correlated responses. It can also account for an unbalanced number of observations 

and missing data, different outcome variable correlation structures, and provides 

consistent estimates of the regression parameters and the variances (Burton et al., 1998; 

Hanley, 2003).  

Part three evaluated whether the outcomes for the hospitals having TJC Heart 

Failure and Advanced Heart Failure DSCC improve over the certification cycle.  

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the change in readmission and mortality rates 

across the phases of the certification cycle. Mixed-effects regression models (multilevel 

linear mixed modeling) were used to test for changes over time (Diez Roux, 2000; Littell, 

Pendergast, & Natarajan, 2000). In developing these models, combinations of random-

effects models and covariance pattern models were explored. The random-effects models 

assume that individuals (hospitals performance) deviate randomly from the overall 
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average performance (Diez Roux, 2000; Littell, Pendergast, Natarajan, 2000). The 

correlations between repeated observations of the same hospital were modeled as random 

effects. Covariance pattern models specify a pattern for the variances and correlations 

over time and use the data to estimate the pattern parameters (Littell, Pendergast, & 

Natarajan, 2000). The mixed-effects approach has important advantages over traditional 

methods of repeated-measures analysis. It uses all available data on each subject, it is 

unaffected by randomly missing data, it can flexibly model time effects, and it allows the 

use of realistic yet parsimonious variance and correlation patterns for particular 

applications. 

 Variability in rates of readmissions or mortality may increase over time and may 

differ across hospitals, or variability can be higher at baseline or during the accreditation 

process. The mixed-effects model allows specification of several different patterns 

allowing selection of the best fitting model using indices of relative goodness-of-fit such 

as Akaike Information Criterion and the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion. In addition, mixed-

effects models allow estimation of average time trends of the hospital’s performance over 

time. For example, hospitals whose performance is higher than the average performance 

at the beginning of the study may tend to have a higher response throughout the study. 

  A single group model was used to assess if the readmission rate and mortality 

rate means are constant over the certification cycle or not. In addition, change from phase 

to phase was assessed. While the effect of time (certification cycle) is of interest in this 

study, other variables were added to the model to assess their effect on readmission rate 

and mortality rate. The model can be represented by the following equation: 

E (Yij) = ß0 + ß1Time2ij (Certification phase) + ß2Time3ij (post-Certification phase), 
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where ß0 stands for the mean at time 1 (precertification phase), ß1 stands for the mean 

difference comparing certification phase to pre-certification phase, and ß2 stands for the 

mean difference comparing post-certification phase to pre-certification phase. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Part 1: Descriptive Statistics  

The Hospital Compare database includes data about 4470 hospitals. Based on the 

recommendations from TJC on appropriate sample size for performance analysis, 

hospitals with fewer than 25 Medicare CHF discharges over the 23-month period were 

excluded (N=384) (Hospital Compare, 2014). The final sample examined was 4086 

hospital comprised of 125 hospitals certified with HF and Advanced HF TJC DSCCs and 

3961 non-certified hospitals, representing 3.2% and 96.8% of the sample, respectively. 

Overall, the majority of hospitals in the sample are owned by not-for-profit corporations, 

have no advanced cardiac services, are not part of a health care system, are not critical 

access hospitals, and are located in non-rural areas. Descriptive statistics at the hospital 

level are presented in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4. 3. 

Table 4.1 shows the market and competition characteristics of all hospitals and 

those with no certifications vs. those with TJC HF or Advanced HF DSCC
 
for continuous 

characteristics. No statistically significant differences were detected between hospitals 

having HF or Advanced HF TJC DSCCs and non- certified hospitals with respect to the 

variables of primary interest:  bed size, total facility expenses, total facility Medicare 

discharges, full-time registered nurses, and HHI in market defined by county.  

There were no significant difference between  non-certified and  TJC HF DSCC 

hospitals. 
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Table 4.2 compares market and competition characteristics of all hospitals and 

those with no TJC DSCCs vs. those with TJC HF or Advanced HF DSCCs
 
for categorical 

characteristics. No differences were detected between hospitals having TJC HF or 

Advanced HF DSCCs and non-certified hospitals with respect to the variables of primary 

interest: ownership, teaching status, cardiac services, medical school affiliation status, 

and safety net hospital proportions.  

Table 4.3 shows a comparison of HF outcomes and discharges of hospitals with 

TJC HF DSCCs vs. non-certified hospitals. Differences between HF TJC DSCCs and 

non-certified hospitals were evident with respect to the RR and MR in the years 2009 and 

2010. In 2009, compared to non-certified hospitals, hospitals with HF TJC DSCCs had 

more HF admissions (M=723 SD=474 vs. M=301 SD=326 p <001), lower RR (M=24.18 

SD=2.08vs. M=24.7 SD=1.9, p<0.01), and lower MR (M=10.91 SD=1.59 vs. M=11.29 

SD=1.51, p< 0.01). In 2010, compared to non-certified hospitals, hospitals with HF TJC 

DSCCs had more HF admissions (M=711 SD=463 vs. M=294 SD=321, p< 0.01), lower 

RR (M=24.39 SD=2.01 vs. M=24.86 SD=1.96, p< 0.01), and lower MR (M=11.05 

SD=1.6 vs. M=11.41 SD=1.5, p< 0.01).
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Table 1-6 

Table 4-2 
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Table 1-7  
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4.3.2 Part 2: GEE Models to Predict HF RR and MR in the Years 

2009/2010 Based on Hospital Characteristic 

The sample used in the GEE analysis was 4086 hospitals comprised of 125 

hospitals certified with HF and Advanced HF TJC DSCCs and 3961 non-certified 

hospitals. Results from the GEE marginal models with a linear link and RR as the 

outcome are given in Table 4.4. For the internal factors, only having HF TJCDSCC and 

bed size were significant; that is in comparison with non-certified hospitals, having HF 

TJCDSCC was associated with lower RR (adjusted odds ratio [aOR], 0. 67; aOR-CI = 

0.46 – 0.97). In comparison with hospitals with <100 beds, hospitals with 100-499 beds 

were associated with lower RR (aOR 0. 66; aOR-CI= 0.50 – 0.85) and, hospitals with 

>500 were associated with lower RR (aOR 0. 81; aOR-CI =  0.69 – 0.96). None of the 

external factors had an independent effect, but TJCHFDSCC had a significant influence 

even after controlling for all of these characteristics.  

Results from the GEE marginal models with a Linear link and MR as the outcome 

are given in Table 4.5. For the internal factors, only having HF TJCDSCC and bed size 

were significant. Similar to RR, in comparison with non-certified hospitals, having HF 

TJCDSCC was associated with lower MR (aOR 0. 67; aOR-CI = 0.51 – 0.89). In 

comparison with hospitals with <100 beds, hospitals with 100-499 beds were associated 

with higher MR (aOR 0. 66; aOR-CI= 0.50 – 0.85) however there was no significant 

independent effect for the large hospitals >500 beds. For the external factors only hospital 

location was statistically significant; in comparison with urban hospitals, rural hospitals 

have higher MR (aOR 1.20; aOR-CI = 1.05 – 1.38).  
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Table 4.4: Results of Generalized Estimating Equations to predict HF Readmission Rate 

in the Years 2009/2010 Based on Hospital Characteristic. (N=3770) Table 1-8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter 

  95% Wald CI 95% C I for Exp(B) 

Wald 

Chi-

Square 

Lower Upper Exp(B) Lower Upper 

(Intercept) 22241.18 24.75 25.41 
   

Internal Factors  (Reference Category)       

HFDSCC (Not-Certified) 4.60 -0.77 -0.03 0.67 0.46 0.97 

Bed Size (<100)  
     

>500 7.54 -0.70 -0.12 0.66 0.50 0.89 

100-499 6.38 -0.37 -0.05 0.81 0.69 0.96 

System Level ( Not Part of System)  
     

Centralized * 0.00 -0.15 0.14 0.99 0.86 1.15 

Decentralized * 0.60 -0.22 0.10 0.94 0.80 1.10 

For profit ( Not-for-profit) 1.60 -0.28 0.06 0.90 0.76 1.06 

Cardiac Services ( None)  
     

Full 0.30 -0.26 0.14 0.95 0.77 1.16 

Partial 0.27 -0.20 0.12 0.96 0.82 1.12 

Safety Net Hospital (Not) 0.58 -0.14 0.33 1.10 0.87 1.39 

Medical School Affiliation(No) 2.58 -0.30 0.03 0.88 0.74 1.03 

Teaching Hospital (No) 0.01 -0.26 0.29 1.02 0.77 1.34 

Nurses to Census Ratio 1.35 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

External Factors       

Rural  (Urban) 0.00 -0.18 0.18 1.00 0.84 1.20 

Number of hospitals in market defined by county 1.55 -0.01 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 

HHI County 3.40 -0.50 0.02 0.78 0.60 1.02 

Per Capita Income 0.46 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Note. Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QIC)a                          28453.678 

 Corrected Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QICC)a     28429.303 
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Table 4.5: Results of Generalized Estimating Equations to predict HF Mortality Rate in 

the years 2009/2010 Based on Hospital Characteristic. (N=3717) Table 1-9 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter 

  

95% Wald CI 

95% C I for 

Exp(B) 

Wald 

Chi-

Square 

Lower Upper Exp(B) Lower Upper 

(Intercept) 7164.98 10.87 11.39 
   

Internal Factors  (Reference Category)       

HFDSCC (Not-Certified) 7.50 -0.68 -0.11 0.67 0.51 0.89 

Bed Size (<100)  
     

>500 2.34 -0.05 0.41 1.20 0.95 1.51 

100-499 4.62 0.01 0.26 1.14 1.01 1.29 

System Level ( Not Part of System)  
     

Centralized * 0.58 -0.07 0.15 1.04 0.93 1.17 

Decentralized * 0.38 -0.17 0.09 0.96 0.85 1.09 

For profit ( Not-for-profit) 0.93 -0.06 0.19 1.06 0.94 1.21 

Cardiac Services ( None)  
     

Full 0.31 -0.20 0.11 0.96 0.82 1.12 

Partial 0.84 -0.07 0.18 1.06 0.94 1.20 

Safety Net Hospital (Not) 0.86 -0.09 0.26 1.09 0.91 1.30 

Medical School Affiliation(No) 1.61 -0.05 0.22 1.09 0.95 1.25 

Teaching Hospital (No) 0.08 -0.28 0.21 0.96 0.76 1.23 

Nurses to Census Ratio 0.81 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

External Factors       

Rural  (Urban) 7.00 0.05 0.32 1.20 1.05 1.38 

Number of hospitals in market defined by 

county 
4.92 -0.01 0.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 

HHI County 0.31 -0.14 0.25 1.06 0.87 1.29 

Per Capita Income 0.66 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Note Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QIC)a                        16642.678 
 Corrected Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QICC)a   16620.303 
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4.3.3 Part 3: Mixed-effects regression models 

The sample used in mixed-effects regression model analysis was comprised of 

125 hospitals certified with HF and Advanced HF TJC DSCCs. Each hospital has at most 

4 data points for readmission rate and mortality rate. 

 The HFDSCC process is associated with significant changes in HF readmission 

rates. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, readmission rate decreases begin the year before 

certification. Table 4.6 shows that heart failure RR decreased significantly between pre-

certification and the year of certification (B=-1.03, SE= 0.12, t(93) = -8.27, p<0.0001) 

and between pre-certification and 1 year after certification (B=-2.85, SE= 0.19, t(93) = -

13.45, p<0.0001). The significant reduction in RR also was sustained 2 years after 

certification (B=-3.7, SE= 0.35, t(93) = -10.68, p<0.0001).  

The HFDSCC process is also associated with significant changes in HF mortality 

rates. As shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.7, the MR increased between pre-certification 

and the year of certification was statistically significant (B=0.24, SE= 0.09, t(93)= 2.59, 

p=0.01). Significant increases were also found between pre-certification and 1 year after 

certification (B=0.41, SE= 0.16, t(93) = 2.62, p=0.01). This increment in  MR also was 

sustained 2 years after having HFDSCC,  the change in MR between pre-certification and 

2 year after  certification (B=0.71, SE= 0.30, t (93) = 2.33, p=0.01).  
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Figure 4.1: Change in readmission rate among certified hospitals; before, during and 

after HFDSCC 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Change in mortality rate among certified hospitals; before, during and after 

HFDSCC 
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Table 4.6: Multilevel linear mixed models estimating Readmission Rate at Pre-HFDSCC, 

Certification, One year and Two year after HFDSCC Table 1-10 

Effect Estimate SE DF t Value P value  

Intercept 24.13 0.21 93.00 114.19 <.0001 

Change in RR Between Pre-certification and  

Certification  
-1.03 0.12 93.00 -8.27 <.0001 

Change in RR Between Pre-certification and 1 year 

after  Certification  
-2.58 0.19 93.00 -13.45 <.0001 

Change in RR Between Pre-certification and 2 year 

after  Certification  
-3.70 0.35 93.00 -10.68 <.0001 

 

Table 4.7: Multilevel linear mixed models estimating Mortality Rate at Pre-HFDSCC, 

Certification, One year and Two year after HFDSCC Table 1-11 

 

4.4 Discussion  

There is broad interest among administrators, insurers and policymakers in 

improving the quality of care for HF patients, with a sustained focus on reducing 

readmissions. Many quality initiatives have emerged to help hospitals reduce 

readmissions, although boarder programs like DSCCs focus on standards of care for 

specific patient populations and can, therefore, influence process and outcomes of care. 

There were four major findings of this study. First, in comparison with noncertified 

hospitals, TJC HFDSCC hospitals have on average 3 times more HF admissions. Second, 

small hospitals or hospitals located in rural area are more likely to have high readmission 

and mortality rates. Third, TJC HFDSCC hospitals have lower RR and MR even after 

Effect Estimate SE DF t Value P value  

Intercept 11.06 0.15 93.00 76.25 <.0001 

Change in MR Between Pre-certification and  

Certification  
0.24 0.09 93.00 2.59 0.01 

Change in MR Between Pre-certification and 1 year 

after  Certification  
0.41 0.16 93.00 2.62 0.01 

Change in MR Between Pre-certification and 2 year 

after  Certification  
0.71 0.30 93.00 2.33 0.02 
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controlling for other hospitals characteristics that might be associated with HF outcomes. 

Fourth, TJCHF DSCC hospitals’ HF RR decreased after the certification, the downward 

trend began the year before certification was awarded. 

Hospitals seek certifications to improve the outcomes of care and attract more 

patients  (Grepperud, 2014).  In 2005, Pay for Performance (P4P) initiatives were 

launched by CMS to address quality deficiencies in all aspects of health care. In the P4P 

initiatives, the CMS use incentives to encourage and reinforce the delivery of evidence-

based practices and health care system transformation that promote better outcomes as 

efficiently as possible (Cannon, 2007; Rosenthal, 2005). As a result of P4P initiatives, 

outcomes of care such as 30-day readmission rates have become important hospital 

quality and financial metrics.  Payers, most notably Medicare, are increasingly denying 

coverage without a detailed medical justification for the readmission. Given these 

financial penalties, hospitals may choose to invest in HF DSCC programs to reduce HF 

RR as a means to improve their financial position. Hospitals may seek certifications with 

the expectation of future revenues that exceed (or at least to be cost neutral) to the 

certification investment cost (Grepperud, 2014). The results of our study reinforce that 

the return on investment or certification, as TJC HF DSCCC tend to care for higher 

volumes of patients. The high patient volume might support hospital costs of the 

certification.  

Small size hospitals had higher readmission rates in comparison with large 

hospitals and hospitals that are located in rural areas mortality rates in comparison with 

hospitals that are located in urban areas. These results are consistent with previous 

literature (Joynt & Jha, 2011; Krumholz et al., 2009). Although rural hospitals and small 
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hospitals might able to improve their HF outcomes through programs like TJC HF DSCC 

it may be difficult for them to devote limited resources to one population.  In previous 

studies, rural hospitals in the US have described barriers to seeking 

accreditation/certification related to the direct costs and difficulties in meeting standards 

or collecting data. In addition, there are additional costs arising from necessary inputs 

into this process by hospital physicians and nursing staff (Brasure, 2000; Grepperud, 

2014). TJC DSCCs programs aim to improve the quality of patient care by reducing 

variation in clinical processes, and strengthening community confidence in the quality 

and safety of care, treatment, and services. TJC and other accreditation bodies should 

consider levels of the DSCC programs that are feasible and attractive to these hospitals, 

especially for the chronic diseases that affect the majority of the US population, such as 

heart failure and diabetes mellitus.  

In this study, having HFDSCC is associated with lower RR and MR after 

controlling for other factors that might affect HF RR and MR. Literature showed that 

patient education to enhance self-care, follow-up monitoring by specially trained staff, 

and access to specialized HF clinics are the most efficacious approaches to reduce heart 

failure readmissions and mortality rate (Krumholz et al., 2002; Mansi, Shi, Khan, Huang, 

& Carden, 2010; McAlister, Stewart, Ferrua, & McMurray, 2004). In addition to 

including all these approaches in the HFDSCC process, TJC and the AHA certification 

process and requirements have many positive aspects that might facilitate improvements 

in heart failure quality of care and outcomes. For example, TJC HFDSCC performs 

standardize objective, unbiased, and meaningful assessments of hospital structural, 

process, and outcome performance that allow for uncover the weakness and the strengths 
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a care system. It establishes legitimate, validated, and transparent evidence-based 

indicators and criteria to assist hospitals in optimizing their quality of care and outcomes.  

TJC HF DSCC hospitals’ HF RR decreased after the certification, and the 

downward trend began the year before certification was awarded. There is no previous 

studies evaluating the effect of certifications over time, most studies evaluate the effect of 

certifications at one data point. One study indicates that certified hospitals have better 

outcomes one year before certification as an effect of preparation for the certification and 

certification requirement,  (Lichtman et al., 2009). Many cross-sectional studies 

demonstrate that certified hospitals have better outcomes in comparison with non-

certified after certification ( Lichtman et al., 2011; Rajamani et al., 2013; Stradling, 

2007). The certification bodies offer objective, unbiased, consistent assessment and 

interval reassessment, along with monitoring for potential unintended consequences 

which might trigger hospitals to apply the evidence-based indicators and criteria 

effectively and consistently. The continuous assessment and oversight by certification 

bodies might be a cause and trigger for the certified hospitals to consistently apply the 

clinical guidelines and the health care standards and therefore achieve better health care 

outcomes before, during and after the certification.  

Although the mortality rate for the certified hospitals was less than the average 

mortality rate for the US hospitals, the mortality rate in our study increased while the 

readmission rate decreased for the certified hospitals over the certification cycle. This 

trend is not uncommon, and has been reported in previous literature. A recent study 

showed that there is a weak negative association between readmission rate and mortality 

rate for patients admitted with heart failure (Krumholz et al., 2013). An explanation for 
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these results could be that the certification programs and hospitals put more efforts to 

decrease readmission rates and avoid financial penalties. As a result, they might provide 

more attention to improve the factors that may be important in readmission, including 

factors related to the stress of the hospitalization, transition from inpatient to outpatient 

care, patient education and support, and the availability of outpatient support. The results 

of this study suggest that certification programs and hospitals  should pay more attention  

to improve the factors that may be important in decreasing mortality rate, including rapid 

triage as well as early intervention and coordination.    

This study has several limitations. First, while the study controlled for several 

hospitals factors that might be associated with heart failure outcomes, it did not account 

for all the factors that might affect outcomes such as health care providers’ competencies, 

certifications or levels of training. Second, this study used the mortality and readmission 

measures to be measures of quality, although they do not adequately reflect all quality 

dimensions. The CMS publicly report them as quality measures and the Affordable Care 

Act integrates them into incentive programs as quality measures. Nevertheless, some 

critics may not consider the measures to reflect individual patient focused processes 

associated with quality of care. Third, this study only investigated TJC HFDSCC 

program and there are many other patient populations and certifying bodies. Fourth, the 

Hospital Compare Data started reporting numerical data about HF outcomes in 2009, 

which limits the ability to evaluate the certified and noncertified hospitals performance 

before 2009. 

This study is the first to evaluate the effect of TJC HFDSCC on heart failure 

outcomes. It also evaluated this effect over the certification cycle. TJC HF DSCC has an 
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independent effect on lower readmission rate and lower mortality rate. While the 

mortality rate for the certified hospitals was lower than the US average mortality rate, 

more attention is needed to understand and improve the factors that may be important in 

decreasing mortality rate. The readmission rate for certified hospitals decreased after the 

certification, the downward trend began the year before certification was awarded. These 

positive results highlight the importance of the DSCCs in improving the healthcare 

outcomes. The accreditation bodies should consider creating levels of certifications to 

make these certifications available for the small or rural hospitals. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion & Conclusions 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a brief summary of the study findings, highlighting the 

areas of congruency and incongruency of existing literature.  Finally, study limitations, 

implications for policies, and areas for future research are discussed. 

5.2 Discussion of Findings 

Considering the growth in guidelines, certifications, and accreditations, the 

literature was relatively sparse as to the motivations for organizations to seek these 

recognitions, much less was there evidence linking these programs to patient outcomes. 

As noted in Chapter 2 (Manuscript 1), many of the publications tell about the programs 

themselves or relate individual hospitals’ experiences in preparing for certification. The 

limited studies with empirical data compared hospital rates of both process and outcome 

measures between certified and noncertified hospitals using. Designs were retrospective 

cohort or cross sectional, using patient level data that were aggregated to the hospital 

level. Most of the studies reported significant differences in simple proportions in the 

process measures (e.g., proportion having lipid assessment, receiving prophylaxis for 

deep vein thrombosis). The few studies that used multivariable approaches mainly 

controlled for hospital level characteristics that were considered confounders. Only two 

studies examined outcomes of care and both were by the same research team. Both used 

Medicare data and examined stroke outcomes.  Thus, sample sizes were large.  

Significant differences were found in risk adjusted mortality and 30-day readmission, 

using multivariable methods and adjustment for hospital variables.  This study 
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contributes to the knowledge linking DSCC to outcomes by using a large database of all 

patients, not just those over 65. Furthermore, the outcomes are risk-adjusted and the 

analyses adjust many hospital confounders.  In the heart failure population, both 

readmissions and mortality rates were significantly different in certified hospitals.      

The study sought to describe the hospital characteristics associated with voluntary 

TJC DSCC (manuscript 2).  The most frequently sought certification program types were 

knee replacement, hip replacement, advanced inpatient diabetic, spine surgery, heart 

failure, and advanced heart failure.  Overall, the certified hospitals were larger, urban, 

located in higher competitive health service areas, for-profit, part of decentralized health 

care systems, and have more Medicare discharges.  These findings are consistent with the 

little that is known.   

Total facility expenses and total facility Medicare discharges were significant 

predictors for having any TJC DSCCs. These factors can be considered proxy variables 

for other constructs, such as hospital size, availability of resources, economies of scale, 

and variability and complexity of healthcare services provided.  Rural hospitals, on the 

other hand, were nearly five times less likely to be certified than were urban hospitals. 

These results are consistent with the previous studies on accreditation (Brasure, 2000; 

Miller, 2005), where  rural hospitals in the US have described barriers to seeking 

accreditation/certification related to the direct costs and difficulties in meeting standards 

or collecting data. There are additional costs arising from necessary inputs into this 

process by hospital physicians and nursing staff that may be difficult to realize in smaller 

rural hospitals (Brasure, 2000; Grepperud, 2014).  
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  Larger and better resourced hospitals might have the resources and the structure 

to seek different TJC DSCCs.  They may also be motivated by clinician groups, quality 

improvement administrators, and administrators who see the benefits.  The increased 

complexities in care processes and treatment may predispose larger institutions to poor 

safety outcomes. Larger size has been associated with a less favorable hospital patient 

safety culture and higher rates of some adverse event (Sorra , 2010). The significant 

interaction term between being part of decentralized systems and being for-profit  may be 

related to for-profit hospitals having a strict return on investment criteria that does not 

permit allocation of resources to operational areas that are not profitable (Hillmer, 2005; 

Rosenau & Linder, 2003). However, this may not necessarily mean that for-profit 

institutions are less apt to invest in quality improvement interventions that are perceived 

to be cost neutral. Being part of a decentralized health care system might enable the 

hospitals to seek certification as they have a high degree of service differentiation and 

more resources (Bazzoli, 1999). While the present study was not able to empirically 

assess the DSCC related costs, higher hospital competition was found to be a predictor 

for having any DSCCs. For-profit hospitals might seek certifications to improve their 

competitive abilities and to increase their market share by attracting more patients 

(Grepperud, 2014).  Competition between hospitals could be a plausible explanation for 

why for-profit hospitals that are part of a decentralized health care system seek DSCCs 

more than do other hospitals.  

There is broad interest among policymakers in improving the quality of care for 

HF patients, with a growing focus on reducing readmissions. Many quality initiative and 

programs have emerged to help hospitals reduce readmissions. This study described one 
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of these quality initiatives (certification) and programs (TJC HF DSCC), and its effects 

on HF outcomes (manuscript 3). The results of GEE model showed that  TJC HFDSCC 

hospitals have lower RR and MR even after controlling for other hospitals characteristics 

that might associated with HF outcomes. Pay for performance (P4P) uses incentives to 

encourage and reinforce the delivery of evidence-based practices and health care system 

transformation that promote better outcomes as efficiently as possible (Cannon, 2007; 

Rosenthal, 2005). Outcomes of care such as 30-day readmission rates have become 

important hospital financial metrics, as payers, most notably Medicare, are increasingly 

denying coverage without detailed medical justification for the readmission.  

In addition to isolating the effect of certification on MR and RR, the study 

showed that small size hospitals and hospitals that located in rural areas had higher 

readmission rates and mortality rates in comparison with large hospitals or hospitals that 

are located in urban areas. Although rural hospitals and small hospitals might able to 

improve their HF outcomes through HF DSCC, as described earlier, they seem less able 

to seek certification.   

Another interesting finding of the study relates to the time period of improvement 

in outcomes.  HF RR for the certified hospitals decreased over the certification period 

and, in fact, the decrease started in the year before certification. This is logical since 

hospitals begin the preparation for certification before the actual site visit and data 

systems must be established. These same phenomena were demonstrated for stroke 

certification (Lichtman et al., 2009).    
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5.3 Limitations 

Several limitations of this study must be acknowledged related to the design, the 

measures, and the certifications assessed. The study design was ecological in that 

individual patient data were aggregated to the hospital level for all analyses.  Thus, the 

relationships found here may not hold true at the individual patient level (e.g., ecological 

fallacy).  A cross-sectional design was used in assessing the hospitals and market 

characteristics predicting having TJC DSCC. Cross-sectional data may be limited by 

residual measured or unmeasured confounders, and causality may not be inferred. 

Moreover, there is evidence that certified hospitals have been outcomes even before 

certification. Therefore, longitudinal studies are needed. Nevertheless, several of the 

associations between the hospitals and market characteristics and having TJCDSCC were 

found to be plausible and consistent with previous literature.   

Another limitation relates to the measures. Data at county level was used to define 

the market competition and to estimate the number of hospitals in each market. Although 

using data at county level to estimate and define the hospitals competition is common in 

literature, variation in county sizes and populations might underestimate or overestimate 

the competition measures.  Mortality and readmission rates have been used as outcomes 

in numerous studies and are pay for performance metrics, yet they have been criticized as 

not adequately reflecting the quality of care. The process measures discussed earlier may 

give some better perspectives on what parts of certification reflect quality of care.  

However, studies with process measures require more detailed databases such as disease 

registries which document clinical parameters and testing. Since not all hospitals have 

these types of data, studies could not be large.   
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The final limitations relate to the certifications studied.  Only certifications from 

TJC were used in this study, although hospitals may be accredited by organizations other 

than TJC. Thus, this limits the ability to generalize the findings to other accreditation 

bodies or certification programs. Likewise, the outcomes relationships were studied only 

for heart failure DSCC. While this represents a large sample and TJC HF DSCC 

programs have been developed in collaboration with American Heart Association, the 

findings may not apply to other DSCC programs. Nevertheless, TJC DSCC programs are 

the most popular and their heart failure programs include both basic and advanced so a 

large patient population is studied. 

5.4 Implications for hospitals and policy 

The results from this study have a number of implications for hospital 

administrators, certifying organizations, and policy makers.  Hospitals choose different 

strategies to improve the outcomes of care.  Even though a cardiac service may want to 

seek DSCC, hospital administrators have to determine if the additional resources are 

worth the investment.  If a hospital’s heart failure readmission rate is high, this may be a 

good strategy since P4P program financial penalties may be large. Furthermore, even 

though patient care guidelines and standards may be available in hospitals, certification 

programs might assure that guidelines and standards are applied effectively and 

consistently through their consistent assessment and interval reassessment. For some 

hospitals, the cost gap between applying independent quality improvement strategies and 

seeking DSCC might be small. 

The finding that rural and small hospitals are less likely to have any DSCC or 

HFDSCC is likely related to many factors. The investment in one patient population may 
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be too high when resources are limited. It may also be difficult to meet the standards or 

perform the data collection required by the certification process. Yet, smaller community 

hospitals with less resources care for many patients with the chronic diseases, such as 

heart failure and diabetes who could benefit from such programs.  Certifying 

organizations might consider developing programs that promote standards that are 

achievable by smaller hospitals.  

State and Federal organizations also promote many strategies to improve the 

quality of health care. Rather than have governmental agencies develop and promote their 

own recommendations, having health care organizations meet requirements through the 

use of private certification programs may be a more efficient approach. This is the CMS 

approach with conditions of participation. Yet, the costs and required resources inherent 

in such programs must be kept reasonable.  

5.5 Implications for Research 

Little is known about the decisions that hospitals make in seeking one or many 

DSCCs.  Mixed methods design could reveal the decision factors and identify the drivers. 

Specific factors such as the clinical practices, regulatory environment, competitive forces, 

and the presence of alternative methods for evaluating hospital performance could be 

explored.  Concurrent studies could better estimate the cost to a hospital in preparing for 

and maintaining DSCC. Research is also needed to better understand why hospitals 

decide not to seek re-certification.  It could be argued that the benefits of certification 

might be realized in the first few awards so continued re-certification is not justified.  As 

hospitals face increasing financial constraints and quality improvement metrics reach a 

ceiling effect, further certification may not be justified.  
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While the evidence of the effect of accreditation and certification programs on 

health care outcomes is building, most research has been cross sectional, using limited 

measures of improvement, and without adequate statistical controls.  Replication of this 

study using data from accreditation bodies other than TJC is needed.  Furthermore, better 

process and outcome measures must be examined.  As electronic medical record systems 

improve, the collection of more comprehensive process measures may allow examination 

of which aspects of DSCCs influence outcomes (e.g., the data collection, the standards 

emphasis, etc.).  Since many DSCC programs aim to improve the quality of care for 

patients with chronic diseases, research should include more long-term outcomes. Do 

patients treated in hospitals with DSCC programs have better quality of life and self-care 

at less cost?  

5.6 Conclusion 

This is the first study to investigate the hospital-level factors associated with 

DSCC.  It was also the first to evaluate the effect of TJC HFDSCC on heart failure 

outcomes and the rates over the certification cycle. While the mortality rate for the 

certified hospitals was lower than the US average mortality rate, the program components 

that led to the differences are not well understood. Considering the growth in these types 

of programs and the administrative costs associated with them, their effectiveness should 

continue to be studied. 
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